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Abstract 

The joy of finding unspoiled beaches on the island of Ocracoke led to inquiring how 

these areas escaped the rampant development prevalent in coastal North Carolina. This 

project’s primary purpose was to investigate a mostly unknown person, named Frank Stick, and 

to determine his role, if any, in helping to establish the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, and 

second, to investigate present-day threats to the seashore.  

The primary inquiry led to Roanoke Island, NC, and the Outer Banks History Center to 

research from primary sources the life of Frank Stick and the formation of the national 

seashore. I also interviewed residents of the Outer Banks and descendants of landowners that 

had contributed to the national seashore. To research current threats, I attended forums of the 

NC Coastal Federation, Duke’s Ocean Policy Working Group, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

Management, and toured the entire seashore.  

My inquiry reveals that the formation of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore has a very 

long and complicated history in which Frank Stick played a major role, and which this paper 

examines through his life and times. I found that oil exploration and global warming are major 

threats to the seashore, and that coastal residents prefer tourism to an energy economy. This 

paper reveals who Frank Stick was and what we can learn from his activism, conservationism 

and methods in order to counteract current environmental threats to America’s first national 

seashore. 
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Introduction 

When one leaves the village of Ocracoke on the barrier island of the same name, 

one also leaves behind the clatter and clutter of bars, restaurants, bait shops, trailer 

parks, and rental homes and begins to experience the exhilaration and excitement of 

twenty miles of untrammeled nature, dunes, ocean beach and sound-side vegetation for 

as far as one can see. The air is clean and the soul re-awakens to a sense of freedom 

that is intangible yet ever-present. Along this stretch of two-lane pavement, one can 

pull into a National Park Service beach or campground, or find occasional entries 

through the dunes to your own private enjoyment of clean ocean water and pristine 

sand beach. 

Having traveled the length of the North Carolina coast over the years, and 

witnessed the almost uninterrupted landscape of vacation homes, hotels, and piers, I 

began to wonder how Ocracoke Island escaped pervasive development. At first I 

thought it had to do with a lack of infrastructure services. But then I read a short article 

in the island newspaper that credited a man named Frank Stick for helping to form the 

federally protected Cape Hatteras National Seashore of which Ocracoke Island is a part. 

Over a period of years following, I determined to learn more about Frank Stick. But I was 

surprised to find out that literally no one I talked to socially or in academia knew who he 

was, and never did I see his name again in print. Was this mysterious person part of 
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some island folklore, or was he really instrumental in the formation of a national 

seashore? 

I also wanted to know the details of the national seashore, what were the 

boundaries, how it was managed, and how did it escape the “wall-to-wall” development 

of the northern section of North Carolina’s Outer Banks?  

I began this project not knowing what I would find, or if I would find anything 

meaningful at all. Frank Stick loomed as a virtual figure that could possibly take me 

down a dead-end street. However, in part because of the flexibility of the Graduate 

Liberal Studies program at Duke University, I was determined to pursue this inquiry. 

At the same time that this project began, a second aspect arose that could not 

be ignored: the federal government under a Democratic administration, and after the 

disastrous British Petroleum oil blowout into the Gulf of Mexico, announced it would 

open the Atlantic waters of Virginia, the Carolinas and Georgia to oil exploration. If I was 

going to research the story of a pristine seashore, how could I ignore this new and 

present danger to its existence?  I decided to investigate the perception of Outer Bank 

residents on the specter of oil drilling, and to attend meetings of the North Carolina 

Coastal Federation and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to learn 

something about the science of offshore oil exploration. 

The national seashore on the Outer Banks, it turns out, was the first ever 

national seashore in the nation. It was designed to attract tourism and to preserve one 
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of nature’s great gems from the ravages of unfettered commercial and residential 

development. It has succeeded in its intent to preserve many miles of seashore and 

sound-side shoreline for the transcendent benefits to man and the real need for 

sanctuaries for fish, turtles, birds and other animals, while allowing for a multi-billion 

dollar annual tourism economy to flourish. 

What so many now enjoy was not easily attained. We indeed owe a debt of 

gratitude to a singular individual, Frank Stick, who conceived the idea and vision for a 

great national seashore and worked diligently with state and federal officials and the 

media to promote the vision and to surmount the obstacles that ensued. At a time when 

computers, cellphones, the Internet and social media were non-existent, Stick relied on 

a typewriter, personal interactions and phone calls to carry out his advocacy for a 

national seashore. In concert with citizens and officials, his activism would, after more 

than 20 years, deliver to the citizens of the state one of its greatest natural treasures.  

But all is not well. The year 2016 marked the 100th anniversary of the National 

Park Service, and under its jurisdiction, the Cape Hatteras National Seashore and 

Recreational Area1 is threatened by private and state government interests, and a 

confounding federal government policy to explore and drill for oil in the ocean off its 

pristine shores. Oil drilling and exploration and the specter of oil leaks and spills 

                                                   

1  This is the official name of the seashore, however, the shorter version without “Recreational Area” is 
also approved. This document uses both names and also “national seashore” and “seashore park.”  
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ominously hang over the region. It is now up to the citizens of North Carolina and the 

nation to learn more about their first national seashore, how it was preserved and how 

to defend it for the benefit of future generations. 
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1. In Search of Frank Stick 

The initial driving question behind this project was to answer the question: Who 

was Frank Stick? The reason behind this slightly obsessive inquiry is that I almost never 

saw his name in print, or heard it on radio or TV, or found someone else who would 

recognize his name. After asking many NC natives and members of university academia, 

I would get the same response: “Frank who?” A few times I received the response: “Oh, 

you mean David Stick, author of Graveyard of the Atlantic; and I would correct them: 

“No, I mean Frank Stick.”  

I can safely say that in all my verbal inquiry over fifteen years, I did not find 

anyone that knew the name “Frank Stick.” How could this be, I wondered, perhaps I’m 

going down the proverbial “rabbit hole.” I determined to find out. Who was he, why is 

he so unknown, and would this inquiry reveal any meaningful role in the process that 

ended up preserving vast stretches of the Outer Banks from development?       

1.1 Finding Treasure in Manteo 

My initial search for information through online media revealed that Frank Stick 

was an artist-illustrator in the early 1900s. Most of the online information was from art 

galleries and focused on his paintings. There were two books of his paintings, but they 

were unavailable in libraries. I finally purchased both books and found biographical 

information in each that led me to the Outer Banks History Center (OBHC) in Manteo, 

North Carolina.  With the help of wonderful curators, I discovered every researcher’s 
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dream, a treasure trove of personal correspondence to and from Frank Stick, 

unpublished biographical information, a collection of rarely seen art works, and an 

unpublished oral history from David Stick, his son. These materials and others have 

provided a meaningful account of who Frank Stick was and what his role was in the 

formation of Cape Hatteras National Seashore. This chapter gives an account of his life, 

his personality, and his transition from artist to developer to conservationist. 

1.2 Childhood and Family 

Frank Leonard Stick was born on February 10, 1884 in the Dakota territories in 

the town of Huron. His father was David Leonard Stick of Dutch descent and a native of 

Iowa and his mother was Lydia Jane Marcellus of Dutch and French descent from Rome, 

New York. Frank had an older brother, Claude, who was eight years his senior. The 

father made a living as a banker in Huron, but for reasons that are unclear, moved his 

family to Sioux City, Iowa in 1891 (Mordell 3).  

It was in Sioux City as a young boy that Frank Stick began his love affair with 

nature and the out-of-doors. He learned how to hunt and trap and enjoyed collecting 

and preserving animals. In a biographical introduction to the book An Artist’s Catch, son 

David recounts that his father “showed an early bent toward zoological collecting” and 

that their home in Iowa “resembled more a museum of natural history than it did a 

dwelling” (viii) with preserved birds and animals positioned in various places around the 
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house, including the chandeliers. According to this account, Frank’s mother both 

tolerated and encouraged his naturalist hobby. 

He would later join boyhood friends on hunting and camping trips and on rafting 

trips down the Missouri river in the summer, perhaps getting inspiration from Twain’s 

Tom Sawyer. In these outdoor adventures, the teenager most assuredly learned the 

skills of self-sufficiency and the independence of relying on oneself to find resolutions to 

problems and to enjoy the opportunities presented by nature. He kept these skills of 

self-reliance and depended on them throughout his life to accomplish what he set out 

to do. Moreover, he often returned to nature when obstacles or restlessness confronted 

him. While little is known about his formal schooling, he did develop an excellent 

command of language and writing as evidenced by the articles and books he wrote later 

in life. But while in Iowa, many of his classroom lessons were in the outdoors and he 

returned there as often as he could throughout his life. 

In 1899, when Frank was 15, the family moved again to Oglesby, Illinois, where 

the family men operated a general store for the Bents Coal Mine Company. In Oglesby, 

which is about 100 miles southwest of Chicago, Frank helped his father stock and deliver 

goods and presumably attended high school, but there is no record of his academic 

progress. He also found time to go hunting, fishing and camping with a fellow employee, 

Ed Platte, who became a lifelong friend (ix).  

By all accounts, Frank was a dutiful son who, however, enjoyed the outdoors 

more than the confines of the hardware store. In the frontier surroundings of his 
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childhood in the Dakotas and Iowa, there was adventure, excitement, and lessons to 

learn from the vast wilderness. In the confines of a small town and the walls of a family 

store, there was a more mundane environment of stocking shelves, helping customers, 

and keeping regular hours. After two years of being confined to the routine work of the 

store, and enacting a pattern similar to that represented by John Muir’s break with 

civilization (see Chapter 2), Stick departed on his own for the Wisconsin wilderness.   

1.3 Outdoorsman 

For the next three years, Frank Stick roamed the mid- to upper western United 

States doing what he enjoyed most: communing with nature. In the winter months he 

made a living by trapping and in the warmer months he served as a hunting and fishing 

guide (ix).  

He also learned more deeply the ways of nature, and made a record of his 

observations by writing and drawing. He initially did this for himself but at some point 

discovered that he could sell stories to outdoor magazines. Of these years in the 

wilderness, he wrote, “I engaged in various occupations which gave me an excuse to 

spend my days under the blue sky, and most of my nights under a canvas roof.”1 During 

this time he also discovered that his drawings might be a source of income but that he 

needed schooling to further develop his artistic skills. 

                                                   

1 From “A Painter of the Out-of-Doors” by Frank Stick, par. 7. See Appendix B for full article. 
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1.4 Budding Artist 

At the age of twenty, Frank returned to his family, which had moved from 

Oglesby to Chicago, Illinois. He enrolled in the Chicago Art Institute and, after a 

semester of instruction, sold his first painting to Sports Afield magazine for ten dollars. 

This commercial success inspired him to further instruction and one of his instructors 

recommended that he apply to the Brandywine School of illustration near Wilmington, 

Delaware. 

The Brandywine School was a colony of artists working under the tutorship of 

Howard Pyle, famed illustrator and art teacher at Drexel University, who in 1900 left to 

start his own art school for illustration. At a time when color photography was not yet 

available and black and white photography equipment was still very difficult to use, 

illustration was in great demand by magazine and book publishers and by calendar 

companies. In the first year, Pyle received around 500 applications and accepted only 

twelve students. Pyle did not charge tuition but required that his students provide their 

own means for room and board and living expenses. The Brandywine School continued 

until the 1950s through some of Pyle’s students. 2 Arguably his best known student was 

N.C. Wyeth and this tradition of illustration had a strong influence on artists such as 

Norman Rockwell.  

                                                   

2  Brandywine School – History. Source:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brandywine_School 
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Frank Stick applied and was accepted to Brandywine in 1905, yet he did not have 

enough money to cover his travel and living expenses. To raise money for the trip, he 

took a commission to paint two very large murals, each forty feet long, for a Chicago 

hotel. He completed the work in two months, and began to get ready for his trip to 

Delaware. As fate or deception would have it, the hotel firm went bankrupt the day 

before he was to be paid and his plans and hopes for a career in illustrating were put on 

hold. Completely taken aback by this turn of events, and in his words, “too bullheaded 

to ask my parents for help” (D. Stick, Artist’s Catch, xi), he turned to the wilderness for 

restoration, something he would repeat later in life. For most of 1905 and part of 1906, 

he worked as a wilderness guide and a trapper, saving his money to be able to afford 

the travel and three months of lodging in Delaware.  

In the spring of 1906, he finally made his way to the Brandywine School in 

Delaware. This school was a place of opportunity for the young artist-illustrator in three 

important ways. First, his painting skills were sharpened under the tutelage of Howard 

Pyle. Second, Frank was able to work and form friendships with other like-minded artists 

and share room and board and studio space. Third, Pyle had many connections in the 

publishing houses of Philadelphia and he assisted his students in selling their work. But 

until his artwork started selling, Frank Stick wrote articles and stories of outdoor 

adventures for Sports Afield and St. Nicholas magazines. He sold his first painting in 

Delaware to St. Nicholas which ensured his loyalty to the magazine for many years after. 
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Yet a greater opportunity presented itself when Frank was introduced at a party 

to nineteen-year-old Ada Maud Hayes, a descendent of President Rutherford B. Hayes, 

who was modeling at Howard Pyle’s classes. Not one to dwell on matters too long, Frank 

asked for her hand and they married in 1908. The couple’s first child, Charlotte, was 

born in January 1909, and Frank completed his art instruction later that year. 

While the Brandywine School helped Frank Stick with his artistic talent, I believe 

it also helped him to understand the importance of establishing personal and business 

friendships and connections, a special talent he appeared adept at and one he would 

later use again and again in prosecuting the development of a national seashore.  

At the Brandywine School, he and Maud became close friends with W. H. D. 

Koerner, a peer artist-student, and his wife, Lillian. Koerner would go on to have a 

lucrative art career. Koerner, raised in Iowa, was also a lover of the outdoors. The two 

couples would venture out on nature treks, ten-mile hikes and fishing trips (xii). The 

Koerners would remain close friends for many years and the two families would later 

make a cross-country automobile trip with their children, camping and sketching subject 

matter for future illustrations.  

While at Brandywine, Stick began selling his artwork to a number of magazines. 

But in late 1909, Stick took his young family to Oglesby, Illinois to be with his parents 
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and then to Hennepin, Illinois3, where his former teenage hunting friend, Ed Platte, 

helped him to set up a small art studio. The two friends renewed their hunting and 

fishing expeditions, but it evidently was not “wild” enough for Frank. 

 

Figure 1 - Man and Woman Fishing by Frank Stick - 19104 

 

                                                   

3  Both Oglesby and Hennepin are in the northern part of Illinois and quite rural. In the 2010 census, 
Oglesby had a population of 3,791 and Hennepin, located on the Illinois River, a population of 757. 
(Wikipedia.org) 
4 Web source: Fine Art America, 
https://images.fineartamerica.com/images/artworkimages/mediumlarge/1/man-and-woman-fishing-
frank-stick.jpg 
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1.5 Call of the Wild 

In the Spring of 1912, Frank took his wife and their young daughter north into 

the Wisconsin wilderness. With the help of a Native American companion of the 

Chippewa Tribe, he set up a log cabin on an island in the middle of Squirrel Lake near 

Minocqua, not far from the Canadian border. The trek to this remote area was by 

railroad, horse and carriage, and then boat, as recounted in a biography of W.H.D. 

Koerner (Hutchinson 100). 

It is a testament to Stick’s knowledge of the outdoors and also to his intense 

desire to commune with it, that he could convince Maud to abandon the conveniences 

of civilization with a very young daughter and move to a remote island in one of the 

coldest areas of the country. Their sustenance came mainly from fresh fish, wild game 

and wild rice. In the summer, the Koerners came to visit and they brought a camera, 

allowing us to see in their photographs what it was like there. One picture shows a tall 

Frank with heavy jacket, fedora hat and large curved pipe in his mouth, walking into a 

small log cabin holding a clutch of waterfowl, most likely the evening dinner. At his side, 

a Springer Spaniel gazes intently at his master. In another photograph, Maud is walking 

back to the house, shotgun and dog at her side.  Maud later recalled that during one 

winter “they slept fully clothed and during one especially cold spell, with the 

temperature far below zero, all of them including their Native American companion 

cuddled up together under the blankets for added warmth” (D. Stick, Artist’s Catch, xiii). 
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Such was the rustic nature of their wilderness living and Frank Stick was evidently 

content and unwilling to give up his “paradise.”  

While at Squirrel Lake, Stick sketched and painted; he did several paintings for 

Field & Stream and calendar companies and wrote outdoor adventure articles for Sports 

Afield, St. Nicholas, and Field & Stream. The mechanics of getting his artwork and 

writings back to the east coast for publication are unknown, but it is reasonable to 

assume that the US Postal Service was as intrepid then as today and was his means of 

contact with the civilized world. Later when living on the Outer Banks, he would rely 

heavily on postal correspondence to conduct his business affairs and conservation 

advocacy. 

The outdoor life at Squirrel Lake would have lasted longer had not two events 

intervened. First, in 1913, Frank’s brother Claude unexpectedly died in a railway 

accident in Chicago. Then in 1914, his father passed away. Frank Stick broke camp and 

moved the family back to Chicago to be with his mother, Lydia. He set up a studio in Oak 

Park, Illinois and taught at the Art Students League in Chicago. Maud was pleased to 

return to civilization.   

1.6 Career and Growing Family 

While at the Brandywine School, Stick learned the importance of networking 

with the right people in the right establishments in order to sell his early illustrations. 

And it became apparent that to be more successful with his work, he needed to be close 
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to the publishing houses on the east coast. Accordingly, he moved his family to New 

York City but he still had trouble selling his work, and so he rented an apartment in NYC 

and sent the family to the in-laws in Maryland to cut expenses. During this period he 

lived a spartan lifestyle, and in one of his unpublished essays, recounts walking the icy 

streets of New York calling on buyers for his art work unsuccessfully.  Eventually though, 

his networking skills and keen sense to be where the decisions were made paid off.  His 

art started selling again and he accumulated a backlog of commissions.  

At the suggestion of a magazine editor, he moved to Interlaken, New Jersey, 

which is on an idyllic peninsula jutting into Deal Lake, located adjacent to Asbury Park. 

He brought the family back together, built a home, and in December 1919, their son 

David was born. He also introduced W.H.D. Koerner and his wife Lillian to Interlaken, 

and they settled there, continuing their close friendships.    

For the next ten years, Frank Stick enjoyed a very successful illustrating career. 

He also found time to indulge a new-found passion for surf fishing. In 1924, he co-wrote 

and illustrated The Call of the Surf with Van Campen Heilner, considered by many a 

classic on surf fishing.  He took fishing trips with other enthusiasts to Florida and 

traveled for the first time to the Outer Banks of North Carolina. 

In June 1922 at age 38, Stick added another skill to his long list of experiences by 

being elected the first mayor of Interlaken, New Jersey. Shortly after, he moved to 

incorporate the borough to lessen the tax burden of the residents. This was his first 
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venture into politics, and while brief, undoubtedly served him well when dealing later 

with the formation of our first national seashore.  

He also became active in the anti-vivisection movement which sought to prevent 

experimentation on living animals. The American Anti-Vivisection Society5, which was 

formed in 1883, was very active in the early 1900s seeking laws for the humane 

treatment of animals. 

1.7 Environmentalist 

In the early 1920s, evidence begins to surface of Frank Stick’s environmental and 

conservationist leanings and actions. He became actively involved and was an early 

member of the Izaak Walton League of America (IWLA), which was “founded in 1922 to 

conserve outdoor America for future generations.”6 It regularly published articles on 

conservation, hunting and fishing in their magazine, Izaak Walton League Monthly, 

which later was renamed Outdoor America. In the October 1922 issue, the cover story 

began with “Good will, common sense, and wise laws … these are the three safeguards 

on which we must rely for conservation of the natural resources of our country, 

including its game and fish” (Van Dyke 1). The IWLA is still today an active sportsman 

and conservationist organization with 250 local chapters. Their membership pledge 

                                                   

5  http://aavs.org 
6  http://www.iwla.org/about-us 
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gives us some insight into the beliefs and motivations Stick likely had when he decided 

to propose the development of a national seashore later in 1933. 

Izaak Walton League Membership Pledge  

To strive for the purity of water, the clarity of air, and the wise 

stewardship of the land and its resources; to know the beauty and 

understanding of nature and the value of wildlife, woodlands, and 

open space; to the preservation of this heritage and to man's sharing 

in it. I pledge myself as a member of the Izaak Walton League of 

America.7 

Stick contributed numerous paintings and drawings over the years to the IWLA 

without being paid, and was given a special tribute by the editor in 1924 in the league’s 

new magazine, Outdoor America. He also contributed a number of outdoor life stories 

and essays on conservation. 

He wrote a particularly telling passage in an essay titled “Trouble on the Atlantic” 

for IWLA Monthly, where he voiced a personal account of his concerns for the 

environment and his feelings toward the unchecked intrusions of man on nature. The 

                                                   

7  ibid 
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following passage from his essay makes a number of points about environmental 

degradation, and also tells us why he was drawn to the Atlantic coast, and eventually for 

the same reasons, to North Carolina’s Outer Banks: 

It was not so many years ago that I packed up my rods and reels and 

guns, and setter pups, and reversing Horace Greely’s advice, I traveled 

eastward and settled with my family on the Atlantic coast. I had lived 

to see my favorite fishing waters of the west and middle west turned 

into veritable cesspools and vile smelling streams of poisonous matter. 

I had lived to see streams obstructed and turned from their natural 

courses to form irrigation projects, which usually failed, and I had seen 

vast territories, where once the wild fowl congregated, drained to form 

agricultural projects, which also failed. I had seen virgin forests 

destroyed, with no thought of the future. But I think it was the damage 

done to many lakes and streams, which affected me most, and so, 

when I stood on the shore of that vast body of water, which covers 

seven-tenths of the earth’s surface, I said to myself, “Here is a fish 

pond which man’s greed can never harm; here is a man-sized 

proposition which will give sport and recreation to the sons of men, 

when fresh water fish exist only in one’s memories” (Stick, “Atlantic”). 
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In this essay, Frank goes on to state his political position on environmental 

degradation and makes the case for a national environmental protection organization: 

We have anti-pollution leagues, and local bodies of sincere men and 

women, all working from different angles to evolve a solution to our 

problem. Yet, until we combine under one head as a national 

organization, not one iota of good will be accomplished. The Izaak 

Walton League of America is giving us this opportunity. As I see it, and 

I am and have been for a number of years associated with various 

state and county organizations, this league is our last chance and our 

only chance for the restoration of the fish and the wildlife of the 

nation, and for the restoration of those heaven given privileges of the 

out of doors, which constitute our greatest heritage (Stick, “Atlantic”). 

The last phrase of this paragraph illuminates Stick’s philosophy about nature: it is 

not just the selfish property of an individual or group, but the property of generations to 

come. While this may sound like an echo from the writings of John Muir or Theodore 

Roosevelt, it should also be recognized as a genuine guiding belief behind Frank Stick’s 

actions and in his proposal for a national seashore. We see in these writings the genesis 

of his ideas and concerns that would resurface eight years later on the Outer Banks.  
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1.8 Mid-Life Crisis 

Relevancy or "being relevant" is a popular notion in today's youth culture. 

Millennials are obsessed with whether or not they are making or will make a difference 

in the world.8 One could argue that this is an admirable trait in many cases. It is also fair 

to argue that this trait was very present in the persona of Frank Stick.   

In 1929, he abandoned his lucrative career in illustration art at the pinnacle of his 

profession because he felt there was little new he could bring to the illustrations he was 

being asked to do. Scenes he had painted before were being commissioned repeatedly 

and the work and process were becoming more rote instead of creative, bringing little 

new and fresh to his work. In short, Stick must have felt that his art work was losing 

relevancy9, and he abandoned it in a wholesale fashion. 

Frank put away his paintbrushes and according to his son David’s oral history, 

made a promise never to paint-for-pay again. Instead, he embarked on a whole new 

career that he believed would provide for his family and allow him to return to the wilds 

of nature, this time on the undeveloped Outer Banks of North Carolina.  

The Stick family moved from the vibrant society of the New York area and the 

many connections he had cultivated, to one of the most remote stretches of land in the 

                                                   

8  Google “being relevant” yields 754 million results, such as “Beyond Cool: Being Relevant”, “10 Steps for 
Staying Relevant”, “The Importance of Being Relevant”, and RELEVANT magazine. 
9  A preview of his unease can be found in the autobiographical essay, “A Painter of the Out-of-Doors”, 
transcribed in Appendix B, in the second to the last paragraph of the essay. 
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eastern United States, a place with almost no paved roads, no bridges, and no regular 

ferries. By all measures, the Outer Banks were difficult to access, and very different from 

the northeastern society the Sticks left behind.  

He resided on the Outer Banks for the rest of his life and decided to support his 

family by developing real estate, a contradiction to his conservationist leanings. But it 

was only three years later that the developer would also begin a new journey as a major 

conservationist, true to his earlier strivings.  

1.9 Conservationist 

Shortly after the inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s first term as President, 

Frank Stick wrote a lengthy proposition to the people of eastern North Carolina. 

Published in the Elizabeth City Independent newspaper in July 1933, the article 

eloquently made the case for preserving a large part of the Outer Banks for the good of 

all citizens and for the enjoyment of future generations. He also prescribed a course of 

actions that should be taken to shore up the barren lands to make them more stable 

and allow construction of a roadway along the length of the Banks with federal funds, 

with the not so incidental benefit of increasing the value of land for development.  The 

country was in depression and Stick saw an opportunity to bring federal assistance to 

the Outer Banks for jobs and for a conservation effort that would not have been 

considered under different circumstances. The time was right and Frank Stick knew how 

to seize opportunity. What he didn’t foresee is that his proposal would drag on for a 
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long period of his life and occupy a good deal of his efforts for the remainder of the 

1930s until the start of World War II.  

As the saga of establishing the nation’s first national seashore continued, Stick 

traveled to the Florida Keys and to the Virgin Islands in the 1940s and 1950s. While 

spending winters in Key West, he became involved with the efforts to preserve a species 

of white tail deer called the Key deer. Stick wrote an article and letters in favor of a 

sanctuary for the Key deer and helped to bring about the National Key Deer Refuge in 

1953. According to the National Wildlife Federation, the Key deer was one of the first 

species later protected under the Endangered Species Act.10  

Frank Stick’s last major conservation effort came in an unlikely place far removed 

from his home in North Carolina. Frank and Maud visited the US Virgin Islands and he 

fell in love with its pristine beauty. With the backing of investors he knew, he purchased 

an abandoned sugar cane estate on the island of St. John, and later asked his son David 

and family to spend time there in order to make improvements. While part of the 

impetus to his next step may have been a lack of interest from David, Frank was 

entranced by the beauty of this island and began to consider if perhaps it too should 

become a protected area for future generations to enjoy. Accordingly, he wrote 

Laurance Rockefeller, the owner of an adjacent tract of land, and the two of them 

                                                   

10  http://www.nwf.org/Wildlife/Wildlife-Library/Mammals/Key-Deer.aspx 
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embarked on a successful collaboration with the National Park Service to make sixty 

percent of the island into a national park, which was established in 1956.  

1.10 Builder, and Architect 

During WWII, Stick successfully bid on government contracts, most notably 

receiving one to clear the right-of-way for electric transmission lines between Marine 

Corps Base Camp Lejeune in Jacksonville, NC and Marine Corps Air Station Cherry Point 

in Havelock. Stick personally supervised this project through some 30 miles of the most 

inhospitable brush, swamp and forest land of North Carolina. 

In 1947, at age 63, Frank Stick began a new project developing 2,600 acres of 

land north of Kitty Hawk into the Outer Bank’s first successful planned community, 

Southern Shores. He designed the streets and plats and amenities.  He also developed a 

new style of architecture, now known as the “Flat Top”, which is celebrated as an 

organic and modernist approach to beach home design. According to Outer Banks 

Architecture, his Flat Top homes were built between 1948 and 1965 and featured 

slightly inclined flat roofs with large overhangs that shaded all the windows and doors, a 

fireplace on the west side, screened porch off the living room and a garage 

(MacNaughton 85-86). The houses were mostly ranch style with white-washed block 

walls and colorful shutters and soffits, a complete departure from the existing wooden 

frame architecture of most NC seashore homes. Since building supplies were in short 

supply after World War II, Stick initially built the homes using building blocks he had 
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made out of beach sand but eventually switched to regular concrete. His own home 

built in 1947 with beach sand blocks still stands today and is now owned by the Miller 

family (85). Some of his Flat Top homes have been torn down and replaced by big multi-

level homes, due to the value of the real estate they occupied, but some homes still 

remain of the unique style.  

The Southern Shores community got off to a slow start in the post-war economy 

and eventually Stick asked his son David to help manage the sales and the subsequent 

build-out. Years later, David Stick would convince the residents of Southern Shores to 

incorporate as a township. As a result, the community is happily viable today and strictly 

controlled by the residents. The Virginia Pilot newspaper in a 1998 story highlights the 

area’s attributes: 

There are places in Southern Shores where sunlight never seems 

to penetrate the dogwoods and oaks, where the greenness is as dazzling 

as a sunstruck dune. And, as Stick envisioned, Duck Woods, one of the 

area's first golf courses, lies like a verdant oasis at the community's 

heart. 

Huntington Cairns, a protégé of journalist H.L. Mencken and a 

friend of Stick's, called Southern Shores "the other Eden." Cairns loved 

the area and built one of the first vacation homes in Southern Shores in 

1947. (Kidder 20) 
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It is worth noting that Huntington Cairns would become a key contact for Frank Stick in 

his efforts in 1949 to keep the national seashore project alive (see section 5.9). 

1.11 Sunset Years 

With the establishment of the nation’s first national seashore and the St. John, 

USVI National Park, and giving his son responsibility for the Southern Shores community, 

Frank Stick in the mid-1950s exited areas of business and political responsibility and 

devoted most of his time to travel and to the study of fish of the southern Atlantic. He 

began a new career as an ichthyologist, and while mostly self-taught, corresponded with 

members of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, state and federal agencies, and the 

University of Miami Marine Lab. His correspondence indicates that he was keen on 

identifying a previously undiscovered specimen and would often send whole fish to 

state laboratories in Raleigh for identification. 

While wintering in Key West with Maud, Frank once again took up his painter’s 

brush and began to paint for his own pleasure, switching from oil paint to watercolors. 

In 1963, he had an exhibition in Key West, Florida, that was praised by local art critics. 

“The Miami Herald art critic referred to the pictures as ‘strikingly beautiful seascapes 

and incomparable paintings of fish found in the Atlantic Ocean’” (D. Stick, Artist’s Catch, 

xxxii). 

He also began a project to illustrate fish he had identified in full color portraits, 

since most books illustrated then with black and white drawings. He wanted his 
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portraits to show the fish as they would appear when living, not what they looked like 

after having been preserved. While this project could be unending, his work of some 

300 color paintings was published posthumously by his son David and the University of 

North Carolina Press under the title An Artist’s Catch.  

 

Figure 2 – Watercolor of barracuda, from An Artist’s Catch, by Frank Stick. 

 

 In his later years, Frank was also driven by some unknown affinity to defend the 

barracuda from popular notions in literature that it was a fish species that attacked 

human beings. He wrote a number of letters contesting the facts of stories written 
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about this fish. There is a manuscript (of at least ten single-spaced pages) in the Outer 

Banks History Center files where he defends the barracuda and tries to debunk accounts 

of it being a predator towards humans. He was very concerned with the reputation of 

this species because he didn't want to see it killed as a predator and fished into 

extinction, or perhaps because of the pleasure he experienced from sport fishing the 

barracuda.  In his manuscript he writes: "my motive, I am afraid is a purely selfish one " 

(Stick Box 3), illustrating well the feelings of the sportsman colliding with those of the 

conservationist.  

 According to biographical sketches from son David, Frank Stick had never been 

hospitalized until he was admitted at age 80, for a hernia operation. This hospital stay 

led to a mild heart attack, which Stick attributed to his aggravation over the bad hospital 

food. For the next few years, he and Maud had a home care assistant to help with 

cooking, cleaning and driving. In November 1966 at age 82, Frank Stick suffered a 

second heart attack and passed away a short while later in the Elizabeth City hospital.  

1.12 The Person 

Part of the purpose of my research and this project was to find out more about 

the personality of Frank Stick. I wondered what motivated him and what made him so 

effective in dealing with persons of wide ranging backgrounds, from artists to east coast 

millionaires, and from fisherman, laborers, and councilmen in Dare County to 
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newspaper editors and politicians in Raleigh and Washington D.C. I have gleaned the 

following information and formed the following conclusions. 

By the evidence of his voluminous correspondence, Frank Stick was first and 

foremost a person who did not procrastinate. Whether attracting residents to his 

Southern Shores real estate development near Kitty Hawk, writing politicians and 

landowners, or traveling to Raleigh and Washington to meet with those influencing his 

visionary idea for a national seashore, he was proactive and timely. 

He exemplified the aphorism “Carpe Diem” in both his private and public 

endeavors. As an example from his private life, his son David recounts Frank’s courtship 

of Maud Stick as originating at a party where they had first been introduced. By the end 

of the party, he had switched partners and arranged to take her home (D. Stick, Artist’s 

Catch, xi). In his public endeavors, there are many instances to recount, among them, 

his managing the logistics and providing the venue for the 25th anniversary celebration 

of the Wright brothers’ first powered flight, or driving with his son David to Washington 

D.C. before Christmas 1948 to meet with the National Park Service when the national 

seashore project was being threatened by the North Carolina state Legislature.  

He did not seek publicity nor consciously attract it, yet the evidence suggests 

that he was a personable and attractive man. Zane Grey, author of many Western 

novels, described his first encounter in the 1920s with Frank Stick in an article calling out 

Stick’s excellent fishing abilities: “By profession he was a fine artist and by disposition a 

splendid fellow. But I could only appreciate his sterling qualities by approaching him 
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when he was not fishing” (Grey). On that fishing trip, Zane playfully chides, he was given 

the nickname “Lucky Stickem” because of the success of his angling.   

Stick was not someone interested in self-aggrandizement. When he relocated to 

the Outer Banks, he rarely let people know about his successful art career; he did not 

write an autobiography; he did not seek accolades for the establishment of the first 

national seashore or for the St. John, Virgin Island National Park; he did not brag about 

his experiences in hunting and fishing (to wit, he wrote an article chiding the proverbial 

hunting and fishing stories); and he only had two art exhibitions in his career, one in Key 

West, Florida, and one on the Outer Banks in October 1966 at age 81, and this one only 

at the strong insistence of his son David. 

My research revealed that Frank Stick was a person who earned the respect of 

those that knew him, regardless of their position in life. From politicians and 

administrators in government, to wealthy friends, to artists and collaborators, to Outer 

Bankers, to the workers in the Civilian Conservation Corps, he was known as someone to 

be counted on to follow up his words with action. While he never went to college, and 

whether he finished high school is unsubstantiated, the available correspondence and 

friendships indicate he was comfortable and competent interacting with persons from 

all walks of life, and his intellectual curiosity11 most likely made him a very interesting 

person. For example, one of his close friends was Huntington Cairns, an attorney, 

                                                   

11  David Stick in his Oral History stated that his father was intellectually curious about almost anything. 
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philosopher and author of scholarly books such as The Limits of Art and Legal Philosophy 

from Plato to Hegel while other close friends included artists like W.H.D. Koerner, Don 

Scott, retired brigadier general of the NC National Guard, W.O. Saunders, editor of The 

Independent newspaper, and authors Zane Grey and Van Campen Heilner. David Stick 

said of his father that he had a knack for maintaining friendships with people of 

influence in the right places at the right time.12   

While some might call him an “opportunist,” it is my assessment from studying 

many of his endeavors and correspondence that he recognized opportunity that would 

benefit the greater community of citizens in which he lived, and his personal benefit was 

aligned with or a byproduct of acting for the greater good.  

There is no evidence that Frank Stick was a flamboyant or public personality, but 

rather a man who would prefer to work behind the scenes, thus preserving his freedom 

and independence that were the hallmarks of his outdoor life. On the other hand he was 

not a loner. He did enjoy the company of friends on expeditions in the outdoors, as 

many of his articles describe. He made lasting friendships in his youth and among the 

many artists he studied alongside. With the writer Van Campen Heilner, he co-wrote 

and illustrated the first major book on surf fishing, The Call of the Surf and he illustrated 

and co-wrote magazine articles with Zane Grey. The Stick family and the W. H. D. 

Koerner family spent an entire summer together traveling and camping to the western 

                                                   

12  Paraphrased from David Stick’s Oral History, (Harris 8_A). 
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states, and still managed to remain friends. He would often invite friends on surf fishing 

trips in New Jersey and North Carolina and these invitations were reciprocated.  

It is clear from my investigations that Frank Stick was an astute business person 

with a stellar record of business acumen.  He at some point in his life acquired the 

expertise to put together contracts involving a number of investors and the ability to 

option the rights on land without necessitating the outright purchase. None of his 

formal education indicates schooling in business or finance, yet he conducted many 

transactions that required knowledge in these disciplines. His father had been a banker 

in Huron, Dakota Territory, and later a store manager in Illinois. Perhaps young Frank 

Stick learned about banking, contracts, deeds, and options from his father, or perhaps 

he acquired this knowledge from his social contacts in the relatively affluent New Jersey 

suburbs of Asbury Park and Interlaken. When Frank Stick moved to the Outer Banks to 

start a new career as a real estate developer, he understood the art of making a deal, 

and how to leverage assets to acquire more property. He was not only adept at this, but 

in the end, it served the purposes of effectuating his vision for a national seashore. 

It is also apparent from his transitions from wilderness guide, to artist, to real 

estate developer, to conservationist, to builder, to architect, to writer, to lobbyist, to 

planner, to contract manager, to ichthyologist, and more that he was a “quick study”, 

effectively learning the methods and means for various occupations, and applying them 

with a high degree of discipline.  
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Also of note, Frank Stick had a good sense of when to conclude an initiative and 

move on to something else; of what should be abandoned, what should be put to sleep 

for a while, and what should be pursued diligently to completion. All indications are that 

he did not dwell on stymied efforts, but instead shifted his attention to other areas of 

interest or recreation until the right opportunity presented itself or the nay-sayers 

caught on to his way of thinking. 

According to his son, “my Dad was an avid outdoor sportsman all his life, fishing 

and hunting, especially fishing” (Harris 2_A). In New Jersey, he moved to Interlaken, in 

order to be close to the shore. He loved fishing, especially surf fishing and wanted his 

son to become an avid fisherman, but David Stick didn’t like it. “I just got bored sitting 

there with a rod in my hand” (2_B). Frank was no doubt disappointed, given that his two 

areas of expertise were painting and fishing. Instead, David took up spear fishing, 

entirely by chance encounter, and showed his father the fish he had speared. Frank was 

elated and in the next two years he hired boats to take his son out into the ocean to 

spear fish on sunken ships. This led to David exploring vessels like the Huron which likely 

generated the interest to write his most famous book, Graveyard of the Atlantic, which 

was illustrated by Frank.  

While I have found little evidence of Stick’s religious beliefs, an account from his 

son David indicates that he was brought up in a household where belief in God and the 

earth as God’s creation was taught. David recounted that the proper way to spearfish 

was to hit the fish when it was going away from you and reasoned that “You couldn’t 
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spear these Sheepshead [fish] coming toward you because the spearhead would just 

bounce off the scales, which is why the Lord designed the scales that way, I guess, 

anticipating that humans would someday develop a method to get fish that way” (4_B).    

Frank Stick was a prolific writer in his correspondence, wrote over 50 articles for 

outdoor magazines, co-wrote The Call of the Surf with novelist Heilner, and wrote the 

seminal newspaper article that inspired the development of the Cape Hatteras National 

Seashore. While his writing is always fluid in its prose and descriptive analogies, the 

evidence of hand-corrected drafts for articles available in the OBHC files indicate that he 

labored over the phrasing and intent of his public writing. When his son David 

commented on his own book writing, he stated that “I don’t sit there laboring over 

sentences and paragraphs the way my Dad used to do at the typewriter when he was 

trying to write” (Harris 2_B). 

Finally, Frank Stick was not sentimental as regards his work and legacy. David 

Stick commented in oral history that “He never kept a damn thing” (1_B). After his 

father’s passing, David had to resort to public libraries to develop a catalog of his works, 

eventually compiling a list of more than 600 illustrations and articles.  
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Figure 3 – Frank Stick (on the left) and David (right), circa 1949.13 

 

 

 

                                                   

13  From NC Modernist, http://www.ncmodernist.org/David%20Stick%20and%20Frank%20Stick.JPG 
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2. Early American Environmental Conservation 

We like to think of our 21st century society as being highly attuned to the 

environment and deeply engaged in protecting it.  Environmental concerns are on the 

news almost every day and we are taught in school and urged through advertisements 

to recycle, re-purpose, and re-use. We are reminded daily about our carbon footprint 

and its effect on global warming. We might believe that environmental concerns may be 

greater today than at any other time in our nation’s history, but my research into Frank 

Stick’s life has emphasized that there was a period of strong environmental concern at 

the start of the 20th century.    

It was not referred to as environmentalism but rather as conservationism. At 

that time, America was less urbanized and more of the population was dependent on a 

close relationship with the environment for food, energy, and shelter. Hunting and 

fishing were not just sports but also vital sources of sustenance and articles of 

commerce.  Yet, it was also a time of furious industrial expansion and the unfettered 

exploitation of natural resources began to threaten the wilderness people hunted in, 

the streams they drank from, and the rivers and bays they fished and swam in. As an 

example, the area around Manhattan Island was once a place for bountiful oyster 

harvests before it became too polluted. As a result of man’s effect on America’s great 

natural resources, conservation concerns were very present at the start of the 20th 

century and influential activists rallied around the cause of conservation.  
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Unfortunately, this early 20th century activism mostly evaporated with the 

advent of World War II and the ensuing Cold War. It wasn’t until the late 1960s that 

concerns around environmental degradation resurfaced.  

For those of us fortunate to remember, our modern environmental movement 

was re-born in our collective conscience in April 1970 with the proclamation of Earth 

Day1. This celebration held at college campuses across the country made front page 

news in the midst of Vietnam and Cold War reportage. The genesis of that celebration 

came from the astronauts of Apollo 8 who in December 1968 were the first humans to 

leave the gravitational pull of Earth’s orbit and thus able to see Earth as a whole planet. 

When they entered into lunar orbit and rounded the dark side of the moon, they came 

into a full view of Earth, and took the awe-inspiring pictures of the planet rising above 

the moon’s horizon. Framed by a barren moonscape below, the photograph showing a 

blue marble in the inky blackness of space enlightened the world in one visual lesson of 

the beauty and fragility of the planet we live on, and depend on to live.  

2.1 Early American Conservationists 

The environmental degradation from industry and urbanization at the start of 

the 20th century catalyzed many in the United States to fight against vested interests in 

                                                   

1  Celebrated each year on April 22. Suggested by US Senator Gaylord Nelson and coordinated across the 
country by Denis Hayes of Harvard. Became international in 1990 and is now celebrated in 141 countries. 
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order to prevent the destruction of the nation’s natural resources and its magnificent 

natural beauty.  

As a teenager and young adult, Frank Stick was the beneficiary of prominent 

national role models for ecology conservation. The literature of Emerson and Thoreau 

espousing the soulful benefits of nature were already published and very popular at the 

time Stick was born2. When Stick was 17, Theodore Roosevelt became president and 

made the preservation of the nation’s natural wonders a focus of his administration. 

John Muir published most of his inspirational novels about nature and its benefits 

between 1911 and 1916, when Stick was in his late twenties. Aldo Leopold came to 

notice in 1933 with his writings on how to best manage wilderness areas.  

It was in this climate of natural resource awareness and national action at the 

federal level that Frank Stick reached adulthood, and it undoubtedly influenced his 

thinking and outlook on conservation over the years. During his art career, Stick joined 

conservation societies such as the Izaak Walton League of America, began writing 

articles favoring conservation, and supported the IWLA with pro-bono illustrations. In an 

essay for the IWLA’s October 1922 monthly titled “The Inshore Problem”, he wrote “We 

do need laws for the betterment of our inshore fishing. Laws which will eliminate 

                                                   

2  Essays: First Series (1841) and Essays: Second Series (1844) and Nature (1836) highlighted self-reliance, a 
holistic view of nature, and criticized societal pressures. Thoreau published Walden (1854) espousing a 
retreat to the care of nature and lesser known Sir Walter Raleigh (1844) advocating heroic and noble 
action for virtuous causes.  
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pollution from oil burning steamers, and pollution from rivers that dump their waste 

into tidal waters” (87).  In this essay he also laments the lack of coordination for 

conservation activism. Later, his correspondence on rallying for a national seashore 

often mentions the preservation of nature’s gifts for future generations, echoing the 

main thesis of Theodore Roosevelt’s conservation reasoning.  

To understand the environmental movement a century ago, this chapter looks 

briefly at three men – John Muir, Theodore Roosevelt and Aldo Leopold – chosen 

because they likely influenced the thinking of Frank Stick as a young man and later as an 

adult, when his idea for a national seashore was born. The environmental consciousness 

of Stick’s formative years is examined through these men. 

2.2 John Muir – Writer/Activist 

So persuasive were the writings of men like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry 

David Thoreau, that many like John Muir were inspired by them to live in nature’s 

wilderness and to become conservation activists. During Muir’s early excursions into the 

back country of Yosemite, he traveled alone, carrying "only a tin cup, a handful of tea, a 

loaf of bread, and a copy of Emerson.”3   

John Muir’s writings and activism helped to popularize the preservation of 

nature and to promote national parks before and after Frank Stick was born. Though 

                                                   

3  (cited in Wikipedia from Tallmadge, John (1997). Meeting the Tree of Life: A Teacher's Path., pp52-53, 
Univ. of Utah Press. ISBN 0874805317. 
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many of Muir’s writings originated in the late 1800s, they were not published until the 

early 1900s. Given Frank Stick’s fascination with the out-of-doors, he most likely read 

one or more of Muir’s books which were published when Stick was between the ages of 

27 and 32. Knowing Stick’s penchant for trekking in the wilderness with friends or alone, 

there is a very good chance he read Muir’s account of his wilderness walk from Indiana 

to the Gulf Coast, titled A Thousand-Mile Walk To The Gulf, which was published in 1916 

when Stick was 32. 

Muir’s writings emphasized nature’s magnificence and the intimacy and 

understanding that is possible between man and nature. In 1903, President Theodore 

Roosevelt visited Yosemite Valley for a three day camping trip, and John Muir was given 

the honor to be host and guide for the President. Writer and producer Ken Burns noted 

in his PBS series on the National Parks that this event “could be considered the most 

significant camping trip in conservation history. He (Muir) was able to persuade 

Roosevelt to return Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove to federal protection as 

part of Yosemite National Park. The trip would have a lasting impact on the president.”4  

John Muir’s significant empirical achievements were the preservation of 

Yosemite Valley by federal National Park designation and the development of the Sierra 

Club. His greatest achievement, some would say, are his writings and talks which 

                                                   

4  Burns, Ken. 2009,  http://www.pbs.org/nationalparks/people/historical/muir/ 
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inspired his generation and those following to appreciate nature and to seek it for 

recreation, renewal and repose.  

2.2.1 John Muir’s Writings 

Muir’s writings imbued nature with sacredness and gave the world a new 

paradigm for thinking about the value and benefits of wilderness and our moral 

obligation to conserve nature’s greatest works. Stick may have been inspired by Muir’s 

writings to explore the wilderness and to adopt a caring attitude towards nature. A lot 

of Muir’s appreciation for wilderness is echoed in the life of Frank Stick who wrote 

eloquently about preserving wilderness in his arguments for national seashore parks. 

Like Muir, Frank Stick preferred at a young age to be camping in the woods rather than 

studying or working within the confines of academia. Like Muir, he felt that some of 

nature’s great works must be preserved for future generations. Like Muir, Stick sought 

out nature and wilderness throughout his life for recreation and renewal. While there is 

no evidence to ascertain what Stick read in his youth and adulthood, the following 

quotes from Muir parallel Stick’s thinking toward nature and conservation. 
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2.2.1.1 On Trekking Wilderness 

Only by going alone in silence, without baggage, can one truly get into 

the heart of the wilderness. All other travel is mere dust and hotels and 

baggage and chatter. 5 

2.2.1.2 On the Need for Federal Intervention  

It took more than three thousand years to make some of the trees in 

these Western woods -- trees that are still standing in perfect strength 

and beauty, waving and singing in the mighty forests of the Sierra. 

Through all the wonderful, eventful centuries ... God has cared for 

these trees, saved them from drought, disease, avalanches, and a 

thousand straining, leveling tempests and floods; but he cannot save 

them from fools -- only Uncle Sam can do that.6  

2.2.1.3 On the Beauty of Wild Spaces 

God never made an ugly landscape. All that the sun shines on is 

beautiful, so long as it is wild."7 

                                                   

5   http://vault.sierraclub.org/john_muir_exhibit/writings/favorite_quotations.aspx - Letter to wife Louie, 
July 1888, Life and Letters of John Muir (1924), chapter 15.  
6  Ibid - Our National Parks (1901) chapter 10. 
7  Source for this version of this quote is: "The Scenery of California," California Early History: Commercial 
Position: Climate: Scenery. San Francisco: California State Board of Trade, 1897, 16. 

http://vault.sierraclub.org/john_muir_exhibit/writings/favorite_quotations.aspx
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2.2.1.4 On the Value of Wilderness Recreation  

Our crude civilization engenders a multitude of wants, and law-givers 

are ever at their wits' end devising. The hall and the theater and the 

church have been invented, and compulsory education. Why not add 

compulsory recreation? ... few think of pure rest or of the healing 

power of Nature. 8 

 

2.3 Theodore Roosevelt – Naturalist/Politician 

There can be no arguing the fact that an effective person at the helm of a 

country, kingdom, or fiefdom, sets the priorities and the ruling tone for the entity they 

govern. If they fail to do this, they place their legacy at the whim of changing political 

currents. In American presidential history, one of those that understood this best was 

Theodore Roosevelt and his presidential influence on American conservationism was 

great.  

When Stick was in his early twenties, President Theodore Roosevelt exercised his 

presidential powers and the “bully pulpit” to rally public sentiment in support of 

preserving federal lands, and he set conservation standards for future presidential 

administrations. The collateral effect of the Commander in Chief rallying against 

                                                   

8  http://vault.sierraclub.org/john_muir_exhibit/writings/favorite_quotations.aspx -  John of the 
Mountains: The Unpublished Journals of John Muir, (1938), page 234. 

http://vault.sierraclub.org/john_muir_exhibit/writings/favorite_quotations.aspx
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industrial and commercial development interests and in favor of conserving wilderness 

doubtless influenced Stick and must have made a profound impression on someone so 

fond of the outdoors. 

Roosevelt was born to privilege and comfort in 1858. As a young boy and into his 

college years, he was a student of nature and a naturalist who collected and preserved 

specimens, performing the necessary taxidermy, and keeping journals to record the 

details of his natural science work. There is a strong parallel here to Frank Stick who as a 

young boy, collected and preserved specimens from nature, but whether Frank 

obtained his inspiration from Roosevelt is simply conjecture. 

In 1876, Roosevelt entered Harvard for a liberal studies degree and studied 

science, philosophy, rhetoric and biology and continued to collect and study specimens 

as a field naturalist. He graduated in 1880 and entered Columbia Law School and began 

to attend political meetings of the Republican Party, eventually deciding to enter politics 

as a career and set aside his career as a naturalist or as a lawyer. In 1885 after the 

presidential election of democrat Grover Cleveland, Roosevelt exited politics and moved 

to the Dakota Territories to become a rancher and cowboy. 

2.3.3 Naturalist and Conservationist 

In the Dakota Territories, Roosevelt saw how human activities could harm the 

environment. Completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1869 had pushed 

civilization westward, and rail lines and the towns that built up around them cut gashes 
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through the pristine grazing lands of the bison. Bison were being killed on a vast scale 

for sport and for their highly valued hides, and the trains made it easy to transport 

hunters to the plains and the hides to market. In just two decades, bison were driven 

nearly to extinction. Roosevelt wrote about them in 1893, when fewer than 500 wild 

buffalo existed, and no herd of more than 100 had been seen since 1884. 

Roosevelt’s western experience led him to protect both wildlife and natural 

resources when he became President in 1901. He recognized that without dramatic 

action, the rich natural resources and incomparable landscapes of our country would 

disappear as quickly as the buffalo, leaving future generations without the legacy of the 

country’s natural splendors.  

Frank Stick, like Roosevelt, was an avid adventurer and hunter, and it is easy to 

see him drawing inspiration at age 18 from a U.S. President that had similar avocations. 

As president, Roosevelt provided federal protection for almost 230 million acres 

of land, an area equivalent to the entire Eastern Seaboard from Maine to Florida. He set 

aside 150 national forests, 51 federal bird reservations, five national parks, the first 18 

national monuments, the first four national game preserves and 24 reclamation 

projects, designations that were bitterly opposed by commercial interests. Roosevelt’s 

actions stirred considerable controversy and perhaps Frank Stick took encouragement 

from these examples when years later the national seashore effort became mired in 

controversy. 
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Roosevelt not only advocated for his conservation agenda, but he also set about 

to bypass congressional bureaucracy and take action by Executive Order, issuing so 

many that Congress amended a bill in 1907 to curtail these orders. Undeterred, he 

appointed a national conservation commission in 1908 to advise him on the condition 

and needs of the country’s natural resources.  Under this commission, the heads of 

executive departments, federal bureaus, and other government entities were instructed 

to furnish to the commission all information and data requested by the commission 

relevant to its conservation work, as long as these requests were not inconsistent with 

the express provisions of federal law. Shortly thereafter, and presumably with the 

legitimacy of the commission, he was able to issue numerous executive orders to 

preserve and protect large tracts of land solely for their inherent natural value.  This set 

a new standard that some Presidents, like his cousin Franklin, would later follow. 

2.3.3.1 On Environmental Stewardship 

 On May 13, 1908, Roosevelt, delivered a speech at the Conference on the 

Conservation of Natural Resources that reflects his visionary thinking about the need to 

preserve the natural world around us, from which the following excerpt is taken:  

We have become great because of the lavish use of our resources and 

we have just reason to be proud of our growth. But the time has come 

to inquire seriously what will happen when our forests are gone, when 

the coal, the iron, the oil and the gas are exhausted, when the soils 
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have been still further impoverished and washed into the streams, 

polluting the rivers, denuding the fields, and obstructing navigation. 

These questions do not relate only to the next century or to the next 

generation. It is time for us now as a nation to exercise the same 

reasonable foresight in dealing with our great natural resources that 

would be shown by any prudent man in conserving and widely using 

the property which contains the assurance of well-being for himself 

and his children. 9 

2.3.3.2 On The Value of Conservation 

Of all the questions which can come before this nation, short of the 

actual preservation of its existence in a great war, there is none which 

compares in importance with the great central task of leaving this land 

even a better land for our descendants than it is for us, and training 

them into a better race to inhabit the land and pass it on. Conservation 

is a great moral issue for it involves the patriotic duty of insuring the 

safety and continuance of the nation.10 

                                                   

9  http://www.theodoreroosevelt.org/site/c.elKSIdOWIiJ8H/b.8344385/k.114A/The_Conservationist.htm 
 
10  President Theodore Roosevelt, “The New Nationalism.” Speech, August 31, 1910. 

http://www.theodoreroosevelt.org/site/c.elKSIdOWIiJ8H/b.8344385/k.114A/The_Conservationist.htm
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2.3.3.3 On the Greater Good and Generational Altruism 

Our duty to the whole, including the unborn generations, bids us 

restrain an unprincipled present-day minority from wasting the 

heritage of these unborn generations. The movement for the 

conservation of wild life and the larger movement for the conservation 

of all our natural resources are essentially democratic in spirit, 

purpose, and method…. The term “for the people” must always include 

the people unborn as well as the people now alive, or the democratic 

ideal is not realized.11  

2.3.3.4 On the Grand Canyon and Its Conservation 

Roosevelt made a speech at the Grand Canyon in May 1903, from which the 

quote below is taken. This excerpt from his speech is noteworthy here because the very 

same words could be used to justify the Cape Hatteras National Seashore. 

I hope you will not have a building of any kind, not a summer cottage, 

a hotel, or anything else, to mar the wonderful grandeur, the sublimity, 

the great loneliness and beauty of the canyon. Leave it as it is. You 

cannot improve on it. 

                                                   

11  https://thinkprogress.org/5-quotes-from-teddy-roosevelt-that-exemplify-what-it-means-to-be-a-
progressive-a23ad0318987#.ulkkym622 
 

https://thinkprogress.org/5-quotes-from-teddy-roosevelt-that-exemplify-what-it-means-to-be-a-progressive-a23ad0318987#.ulkkym622
https://thinkprogress.org/5-quotes-from-teddy-roosevelt-that-exemplify-what-it-means-to-be-a-progressive-a23ad0318987#.ulkkym622
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In 1908, he pushed into law the designation of the Grand Canyon as a National 

Monument, protecting it from the ravages of commercial exploitation. We can only 

imagine today how many high-rise buildings and boxy condominiums would crowd the 

north and south rims of the canyon if Roosevelt had not acted. 

2.4 Aldo Leopold – Writer/Philosopher 

While John Muir could be considered the leading ecology philosopher of the 

19th century, Aldo Leopold could claim this title for the 20th century. In his writings 

mostly published in the 1930s and 1940s, Leopold expressed a new caring viewpoint on 

man’s relationship with nature, resulting in a philosophy that championed 

environmental conservation and the holistic care of the land.  

2.4.1 Philosopher of Nature  

Born in 1887 in Iowa, Leopold showed at an early age, like Roosevelt, an 

awareness and fascination for the nature. By his birthdate and birthplace, he was also a 

true contemporary of Frank Stick who was born in 1884 in the adjacent Dakotas. 

After attending Yale University Forest School, Leopold joined the US Forest 

Service where he served in various capacities in western states. He then helped put 

together the proposal for the nation’s first wilderness area which was established in 

1924 as the Gila National Forest. Whether Stick was privy to this document is hard to 

know, but it is entirely reasonable to think that as a member of the Izaak Walton 

League, he might have read it and most certainly knew about it.  
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Leopold moved to Madison, Wisconsin where he continued to develop his 

philosophy of conservation, publishing the first textbook on wildlife management in 

1933, the same year that Frank Stick authored his proposal for the nation’s first national 

seashore. His book led to a position at the University of Wisconsin, and in 1935, he and 

his family began an experiment in ecological restoration of a farm in Wisconsin. The 

result of this ecology experiment was the writing of his best known work, A Sand County 

Almanac, in which, like Muir, he lays out his philosophy of man’s relationship with 

nature.  

Leopold’s contribution to early American conservation is his philosophy of the 

interrelationships in nature and the interdependence of these relationships with man. 

Rather than take an adversarial approach to nature common in western theology and 

mores, his philosophy, akin to Native American views on nature, is to “see the natural 

world as a community to which we belong.”12  “His articles on wilderness”, wrote his 

biographer Curt Meine, established him "as the nation's foremost spokesman for the 

preservation of wild country, and sparked a national debate over what became known 

as 'the wilderness ideal’."13   

Following are two examples of Leopold’s conservation ethics in his writings.  

                                                   

12  http://www.aldoleopold.org/AldoLeopold/leopold_bio.shtml 
 
13  http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/Leopold 
 

http://www.aldoleopold.org/AldoLeopold/leopold_bio.shtml
http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/Leopold
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2.4.1.1 On Interdependence in Nature (from Round River) 

If the land mechanism as a whole is good, then every part is good, 

whether we understand it or not. If the biota, in the course of aeons, 

has built something we like but do not understand, then who but a fool 

would discard seemingly useless parts? (Leopold, Round River, 160) 

2.4.1.2 On Conservation 

Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land. By land is 

meant all of the things on, over, or in the earth.... The land is one 

organism. Its parts, like our own parts, compete with each other and 

co-operate with each other. The competitions are as much a part of 

the inner workings as the co-operations. You can regulate them--

cautiously--but not abolish them. 

 

2.5    Conservation Consciousness 

John Muir, Theodore Roosevelt, and Aldo Leopold exemplify the conservationist 

thinking and writings of the early part of the twentieth century. They have been briefly 

discussed to present a framework of conservationist thought present during Frank 

Stick’s youth, young adulthood, and during the time of his conservation proposals.  

Like Roosevelt as a boy, Stick as a boy collected animal specimens from nature 

and had his own home museum. Like Muir, Stick wrote about the healing benefits and 
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natural beauty of the wilderness. Like Leopold, Stick appreciated nature in a holistic 

fashion and the value of wilderness, particularly as regards preserving wildlife refuges 

for animals, water fowl, and marine life.  

This chapter was intended to highlight that Frank Stick did not originate his 

conservationist thinking in a void, but that he had the encouragement and benefit of a 

national progressive agenda in the early 20th Century to preserve the nation’s great 

natural gifts. This conservationism was firmly established in the intellectual and political 

spheres of his time and in the literature where much of his artistic work was published. 

This conservation consciousness no doubt influenced his thinking, but more importantly, 

it also gave him the confidence to believe in the worthiness of his own cause to place 

North Carolina’s coastal wildernesses under federal protection.  
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3. Radical Career Change 

Frank Stick was a Yankee to Outer Bank residents or “Bankers” as they are 

sometimes called, or even to some a “damn Yankee”, because he moved to the area 

from New Jersey and because he had made his living in New York City for the previous 

ten years. In reality, however, he was a Mid-westerner by birth and upbringing and not 

someone who liked the confines of city life.  He loved the out-of-doors and was drawn 

to the Outer Banks by this love of untamed wilderness, and additionally at this point in 

his life, his passion for surf fishing. 

3.1 Discovering the Outer Banks 

Accustomed to a comfortable upper middle-class life style from his illustrating 

career in the Northeast, Stick needed an income source if he was to relocate his family 

from New Jersey to North Carolina's Outer Banks. In moving to the Outer Banks, he 

made a decision to trade in his paintbrushes for a career in real estate to subsidize his 

desire to spend more time in nature. He had made a conscious decision at this point to 

not again paint for money, a decision he stuck to and, according to his son David, 

violated only once years later when he fulfilled a commission for two paintings of 

marine life requested by Laurance Rockefeller (Harris 1_B).    

In the mid-1920s, Frank Stick had successfully settled as an artist/illustrator in 

Interlaken, New Jersey and built a splendid home for his family and a studio to work on 

his art commissions. At the same time, he became an avid sports fisherman, and most 
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notably enjoyed fishing from the edge of the oceanfront surf. This new passion led him 

to co-author and illustrate The Call of the Surf, which is regarded as one of the best 

books on the subject of surf fishing. Despite his comfortable surroundings in the up-

scale Interlaken borough, the stirrings of wilderness living were evidently returning 

again. 

In New Jersey, Stick met George Albert (Burt) Lyon, inventor of the automobile 

bumper, who lived in Allenhurst, which is next to Interlaken, and the two became fishing 

buddies. Lyon had made a fortune and he owned a private hunting club on the Outer 

Banks in Dare County called the Gooseville Club. This was Stick’s introduction to the 

Outer Banks as the two went there to go hunting and fishing. Stick saw great potential in 

the inexpensive wind-swept sandy land of the Outer Banks and in the next few years he 

used his money, and money from New Jersey friends, to buy land and options on land. 

According to oral history from David Stick, Frank and his partners owned about 14 miles 

of property from oceanfront to sound in Dare County on the Outer Banks (Harris 3_A). 

Together with a partner, Allen R. Heuth of Asbury Park, NJ, Stick began to 

develop a property they called Virginia Dare Shores, which stretched from the ocean to 

Kitty Hawk Bay. Stick planned the development with a broad main street and home-site 

parcels for sale. The Stick family spent the summer of 1928 at Kitty Hawk.  Stick 

purchased a Sears Roebuck cement block making machine and pioneered making 

building blocks out of beach sand. He built three block frame cottages and a big pavilion 

with a dock on the sound side so that excursion boats from southern Virginia could bring 
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potential buyers for a promotional presentation and tour of Virginia Dare Shores. 

According to oral history from David Stick, the first person to buy a cottage was Mr. 

Weeks of the Hudson and Essex automobile agency in Elizabeth City. The Weeks cottage 

at the corner of Walker St. & Virginia Dare Trail is still occupied, and is the oldest 

privately owned house in Kill Devil Hills (3_A). 

3.1.1 Outer Banks Promoter 

At the same time as his development activity, and perhaps to augment the 

salability of his development, Stick became involved in promoting and planning a 

celebration for the 25th anniversary of the Wright Brothers’ first powered flight at Kitty 

Hawk. Orville Wright visited the area and together with Bill Tate and Elisha Baum, who 

had helped the Wright brothers in 1903, identified the location of the first flight in the 

shifting sands. There was a movement underway to create a national monument at the 

site of the first manned flight. One of the properties Stick had sold was to Charlie Baker 

and Susan Sutton and he had specified in the deed that if the land was designated as 

part of the Wright memorial, it would have to be transferred to the federal government. 

As it turned out, the land was needed for the Wright Memorial and so Stick arranged 

conveyance to the government. North Carolina congressman Lindsay Warren then 

wrote Frank Stick that if the Wright Memorial park was to be complete, it would require 

additional land called West Hill, where the Wright brothers had first experimented with 

hang gliders. Once again, Frank Stick showed his resourcefulness: with the financial help 
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of his good friends the Koerners, he purchased the land and then donated it to the 

government. Frank Stick was beginning to demonstrate one of the qualities that made 

him so effective in later brokering our nation’s first national seashore – his ability to act 

quickly and decisively and to convince others of the worthiness of a cause. 

On December 17, 1928, the 25th anniversary celebration of man’s first powered 

flight was held at the newly designated memorial location and at the nearby Virginia 

Dare Shores pavilion that Stick had built earlier that summer. Speeches were made at 

both locations and festivities were held at the pavilion. Among the notables in 

attendance were Orville Wright, Senator Hiram Bingham III from Connecticut, who was 

head of the congressional Aeronautics Committee and had pushed legislation for the 

Wright Memorial in the Senate, NC Congressman Lindsay Warren, and interestingly, 

Amelia Earhart, who earlier in August that year, was the first woman to fly solo across 

the American continent.  

After the celebration, the Kill Devil Hills Memorial Association (now known as the 

First Flight Society) was formed with the efforts of W.O. Saunders (editor of the 

Elizabethan City Independent newspaper) and with Frank Stick to advance and maintain 

the Wright Brothers’ memorial. This illustrates another of Stick’s personality traits that 

would manifest itself numerous times – his desire to see a project through to a desirable 

and worthy conclusion. Stick and Saunders later collaborated again to acquire lands for 

Fort Raleigh and to design a representation of the site of the first English settlement in 

the New World.   
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Stick, the artist turned real estate developer, had also become a promoter for 

the area he would soon call home.  

3.1.2 Fort Raleigh 

 As part of his promotional activities, Frank Stick lobbied for memorializing Fort 

Raleigh, the site of the first English settlement in the New World in 1587. Located on 

Roanoke Island between the Outer Banks and the mainland, it wasn’t until 1934 that 

North Carolina considered the restoration of Fort Raleigh, and Frank Stick was 

appointed chairman of the restoration commission by NC Governor Ehringhaus. The 

English settlement is now known as the “Lost Colony” because of the disappearance of 

the settlers when re-supply ships arrived from England in 1590. 

The Los Angeles Times reported in January 1934 that “Stick has found drawings 

of other early settlements which he believes are similar to Fort Raleigh and he proposes 

to follow their general design in the reproduction.”   Based on his research, Stick 

produced a number of color drawings for houses, a stockade, and a church that were so 

well received that they served as the models for reconstruction. In addition to his 

conceptual input, Stick helped arrange for the New Deal Civil Works Administration to 

assist with the project. 

3.2 A New Home 

When Frank Stick moved to the Outer Banks in September 1929, he and his 

family moved to an area of the country that was as remote as the vast open spaces of 
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the western states of the country. The windswept strip of barrier islands was not 

connected by bridges and access from the mainland was by barge or by a single bridge 

from Elizabeth City. Furthermore, the infrastructure on the Banks was very primitive by 

the east coast standards of the 1920s. Most roads on the Banks were not paved, 

blowing sand covered over paved sections, telephone service was erratic, and electric 

power failures were common when storms routinely visited the area in summer and 

winter.  

David Stick recalled that his father Frank would sometimes send him to the Post 

Office to make a phone call from a pay-phone, which was more reliable than the 

residential phone service.  

If meetings were planned with government officials, attendance could be 

interrupted by rough waters shutting down ferry service to the islands. Amid the 

uncertainty of the infrastructure, only the Postal Service, true to its motto, provided a 

reliable means of long distance communication. Short messages could be sent and 

received by Western Union telegrams but the cost of communicating this way was high.  

If one wanted to adopt a reclusive lifestyle, there were probably few places better 

suited than the Outer Banks in the 1920s.  

A reclusive lifestyle was not Frank Stick's purpose in moving to the Outer Banks. 

His decision stemmed mainly from his love of nature and likely his desire to be 

immersed in a true wilderness area again. 
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  When the Sticks moved from New Jersey to the Outer Banks, they rented the 

Skyco Lodge, which was owned and remodeled by a wealthy hunter, Jule Day from 

Kentucky, also owner of the Goosewing Hunting Club. The Skyco Lodge functioned to 

house women and children because they were not allowed at the club. At the outset of 

the Depression, Day lost his fortune and closed the club and rented the Lodge. It 

became the Sticks’ new home up until the fall of 1933, when they moved to Elizabeth 

City and rented an apartment across from the Catholic church on Main Street.  

After the move to Elizabeth City, the Stick family rented a cottage in Nags Head 

during the summers. Frank Porter Graham, president of the University of North 

Carolina, rented the cottage next door and much later David Stick would get into UNC 

based on that coincidence. 

In the middle of the Great Depression, times were tough and selling property in 

Virginia Dare Shores was not a lucrative enterprise.  David recalls that most people had 

very little but that they always had enough food on the table. Childhood friends were 

Louis Midgette, Malcolm Daniels, Ben Creef, and Ruth Daniels. Life was simple and 

money was scarce and Frank Stick was experiencing limited success in real estate. 
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4. Grand Proposal or Grand Illusion 

In his book The Last Beach, Orrin Pilkey asks "Will generations to come never 

know the pleasure and beauty of a natural beach?" In answer to his own question, he 

states that "unbridled coastal developments of all kinds...are threatening and destroying 

the beaches that attracted us to the shore in the first place" (Pilkey vii). 

It is worth noting that while Pilkey’s concern is especially poignant today, it was 

also a concern eighty years ago when much of North Carolina’s coastal beaches were 

relatively undisturbed but imminently threatened by out-of-state development interests 

seeking to cash-in on inexpensive oceanfront land. A few foresighted individuals could 

imagine what would happen if development was left to the unruly behavior of free 

market capitalism.  

4.1 The State of the Banks 

In the first half of the twentieth century, tourism travel to the Outer Banks was 

mostly restricted to the very adventurous or the very wealthy. The absence of bridges, 

paved roads and accommodations meant you had to either rough it or have the financial 

wherewithal to build your own lodges and provide elegant means of transportation 

(usually by water craft). Approximately seven private hunting and fishing lodges 

entertained special guests. But for the tourist of average means, the Outer Banks was a 

truly rough wilderness vacation destination. 
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The Outer Bank Islands of the 1930s were unlike their appearance today. The 

wind unhindered by structures or natural vegetation swept sand from the ocean to the 

sound side. There were few paved roads, and access to Hatteras Island by car was a long 

and difficult journey requiring ferry travel. On the Currituck peninsula, the road was 

covered with oyster shells dug from an old Native American site. At the end of the road, 

a ferry was operated by Tom Baum.  With the exception of small villages, the landscape 

was mostly barren as indicated in the picture below. 

 

Figure 4 – View of 1930s Outer Banks Landscape - Electric lines but no paved 
roads or trees and minimal grasses. Image is of Bodie Island.1 

                                                   

1  Courtesy of National Park Service CAHA archives and (Binkley 10) 
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Yet some forward thinking individuals with a deep appreciation and love for the 

unique coastal environment of North Carolina could imagine that eventually the logical 

progression of things could bring unbridled commercial exploitation that would diminish 

or destroy the intrinsic benefits of these coastal areas. 

Frank Stick was one of these individuals. He lived at a time when men of 

education, opportunity and wilderness experience believed, when confronted by the 

industrialization of the northeastern states, that the intangibles of unblemished nature 

should be conserved for nourishment to a person's soul, spirit, and mental health. Much 

more than an afternoon walk in the woods or by a lake, which offered some healing 

from the stresses of industrial life, they felt that complete escape from urbanity to 

unmarred wilderness for a suitable stretch of time had the power to renew a person, 

not just temporarily alleviate or soothe one’s malaise.2 These men saw that if left 

unchecked, the country's appetite for development would eliminate pristine wilderness 

from a relatively untouched continent, and eventually deprive the common citizen of 

their most valuable heritage. So some of the ‘privileged’ set about to do what they could 

to preserve the most precious wilderness jewels they had come to know and love. Their 

efforts were not for selfish reasons since their lifespan would not outlive the changes 

they foresaw, but they instead acted to preserve nature’s magnificent gifts so that 

future generations could experience the benefits they had discovered. 

                                                   

2  This is my synopsis of readings from Muir, Roosevelt, Leopold, Laurance Rockefeller, and Frank Stick. 
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4.2 A Perfect Confluence 

Three years after Frank Stick moved to the Outer Banks of North Carolina, 

Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) was elected President. As a young man 25 years earlier, Stick 

had witnessed the conservation efforts of President Theodore Roosevelt, so the rise to 

office of his cousin FDR was likely a key motivation for Stick to propose the idea of a 

federally protected seashore on the Outer Banks.   

As an observant admirer and diligent student of his cousin Theodore’s 

presidency, and perhaps because of his own health problems, FDR believed strongly in 

the benefits that the outdoors had for lifting the health and morale of a person, and 

thus decided that a good portion of his New Deal stimulus would be spent in improving 

the nation’s national parks and recreational areas. This would not only give a depressed 

populace better recreational places to lift their spirits, but it would also give a lot of 

destitute workers a steady job and a roof over their heads.  

In his first week in office in March 1932, FDR proposed his "New Deal", a 100-day 

plan to put a depression-weary populace back to work using several federal programs 

he could control. From a politically practical perspective, FDR wanted to pump money 

into the grass-roots economy and the most expeditious way was to spend money on 

projects his executive branch of government could order without significant 

intervention from Congress or the courts. The National Park Service (NPS), founded in 

1916, was an excellent conduit for FDR’s desire to get people back to work and to 
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spread federal resources across the country. He expanded the NPS by consolidating 

several agencies under its control, strengthening the Service’s budget and oversight. 

Three organizations that were part of the New Deal were ready to build or 

improve America’s infrastructure: the Public Works Administration (PWA), the Works 

Progress Administration (WPA), and the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC).  From 1933 

to 1935, the PWA spent $3.3 billion on 34,599 projects through the WPA and CCC.3   

4.3 A Proposal to Save the Outer Banks 

It is generally correct to assume that becoming a real estate developer on the 

Outer Banks would be at odds with advocating for the creation of a national park, but 

Frank Stick was at heart a conservationist and a lover of nature. After living three years 

on the Outer Banks and witnessing the destructive power of “Nor’easter” storms and 

two hurricanes in 1932, he knew that the islands needed to be stabilized by shore 

grasses and reforested as they once were, and that North Carolina could not afford even 

the smallest of improvements. He also sensed what unchecked development of the area 

would do to the pristine and fragile seashore and its availability to future generations.  

 In 1933, Frank Stick was also fully aware of the federal government's plans to 

improve national park infrastructure; and he evidently saw the unique opportunity and 

confluence of events that were being presented to obtain improvements with federal 

                                                   

3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Deal#Public_works 
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funding at a time when the local economy and citizenry were in desperate need of 

economic stimulus.  

Some ideas had circulated in the past for establishing a state park on Hatteras 

Island. Stick took them one step further. On July 21, 1933, The Independent newspaper 

of Elizabeth City published a full page article written by Frank Stick. The page-wide 

headline on page three of the paper is seen in Figure 5. In order to make the text of this 

article available to the reader, it has been transcribed from the microfilm copy of the 

paper and is found in Appendix A of this paper. The subheading to the headline 

optimistically explains:  

Opportunity at Hand for Government to Acquire One of the 

Most Charming Coastal Areas in America at Little Expense, for the 

Satisfaction of the Esthetic and Recreational Needs of the People, for 

the Conservation of Migratory Wild Life and for the Better Defense of 

an Open and Unprotected Coast Line in Event of War.4 

                                                   

4  The Independent, Elizabeth City, N.C. July 21, 1933, p.3. Microfilm Archive, Pasquotank 
Library, North Carolina. 
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Figure 5 - Seminal Proposal for a National Seashore by Frank Stick 
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A careful reading of his proposal both engages and challenges the reader. Stick’s 

writing is not like that of a reporter where succinctness is desired. Instead, his sentences 

are very long and compounded, covering several ideas before returning to the main 

point. A good example of this is in the second paragraph (see Appendix A), which is 

about 100 words in length but has only two sentences. His prose evokes imagery that 

can take different forms in the minds of different readers. For example, he writes, “no 

section could be more desirable, and for the seeker for rest and the opportunity to relax 

body and soul under the ennobling spell of the sea, or in the peaceful solitude of sun-

kissed sounds” (Appendix A, par. 8). 

The article is not, however, just a fanciful exposition. In it Stick first tries to sell 

the reader on the reasons why the area is special, and then offers concrete proposals 

for what needs to be accomplished and where to begin. The main points of his proposal 

are summarized below (with quotations and paragraph numbers referencing the full 

text found in Appendix A): 

1) The value of wilderness is not just in economic terms but it is in keeping 

sanctuaries and breeding places for wildlife (echoing Leopold5) (par. 1). 

2) One of the great achievements of our legislators is our national park system 

dedicated to both recreation and the preservation of wild life and our “sublime” 

places (par. 2,3). 

                                                   

5  Leopold stressed the interdependence of nature’s mechanisms that need to be preserved as found. 
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3) The majority of national parks are in the western US with a few in the east, and 

all are inland (at that time). What about considering national parks for our 

seashores? (par. 4) 

4) When looking at the Atlantic coast, there is one place uniquely qualified to be a 

national park, and it is the Outer Banks, with two shorelines, Atlantic Ocean on 

the east and Pamlico Sound on the west, moreover land is affordable (par. 7). 

5) The attractions of the Outer Banks include “shining” beaches, recreational water 

sports, excellent climate, richness of history, and enchantment; and it is ideally 

located for public access half-way down the east coast (par. 8,9). 

6) He facetiously chides the locals to make the point that in this place you can be 

free of “the worries and complexities of our present civilization” (par. 10). 

7) He makes the case for the abundant and diverse wildlife on the Outer Banks and 

the need to provide a sanctuary, but then raises the question of lack of roads for 

vacationers, and answers by saying that a roadway following the seashore is “no 

fantastic dream,” but a project that could provide “inestimable” economic value 

and, by the way, should extend from Nags Head to Cape Lookout (par. 12,13). 

8) Stick then becomes poetic about the allure and benefits of the ocean (par. 14). 

9) The tone of his article changes from visionary to practical. He begins with the 

practicality of making a seashore park the length of the road to be built that is 

100 miles in length all the way to Cape Lookout instead of 25 miles he mentions 

in par. 7.  He goes on to discuss how land would be acquired (donations and 
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acquisition) and how to put a price on forced acquisitions (condemnations). He 

also brings up a key point that title to most of the appropriated land should 

initially rest with the state who would then have to donate it to the federal 

government if a national park were formed (par. 15, 16). 

10) He describes the economic benefits of a park for the small Outer Banks’ 

communities: fishing, hotels, lodges, etc., all to be provided by the locals under 

contract to the National Park Service, a model used in western parks (par. 17). 

11) He then returns to the envisioned road and its construction, significant because 

without it, he foresaw very little tourist revenue and without which the coastline 

could not be defended in times of war. His concern was prophetic since the 

country was nine years away from war with Germany, a time when German 

submarines would ravage shipping off the Outer Banks (par. 13,18,19). 

12) Finishing, Stick reiterates the vision: “A National Park, extending in most sections 

from ocean to sound, and following closely the ocean beach for a hundred miles 

or more” and calls it a project “so worthwhile and far reaching in its beneficent 

effect upon the people of the entire nation” (par. 20). Somewhat oddly, the 

concluding paragraph is a wistful and thinly veiled homage to Franklin D. 

Roosevelt for whom he wishes to name the park. The reader is left wondering if 

he was hoping that FDR himself would read this proposal and wave a magic 

wand to make it happen, or if it might assist in garnering federal sponsorship. In 

this paragraph, the reader can interpret that the nature-loving attributes 
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ascribed to the President may really be closer to a description of the author, 

which gives us insight into what Frank Stick truly loved about the Outer Banks 

(par. 21). 

This proposal commanded headlines across a large newspaper page and became the 

genesis for considering a seashore park. Perhaps because it was written with poetic 

inspiration, or perhaps because during the depths of the Great Depression many were 

looking for work, or perhaps because it appealed to the higher aspirations of some, the 

proposal found traction among influential Carolinians such as Governor Ehringhaus, 

journalist W.O. Saunders, Rep. Lindsay Warren, and Dare county commissioners.  

4.4 Further Observations on Stick’s Proposal 

  Frank Stick viewed the Outer Banks as a temporal paradise, one that would soon 

disappear by the forces of the ocean if man did not intervene to shore up and stabilize 

the disappearing strips of land. He observed that with each nor’easter storm or summer 

hurricane, more sand was blown into the sounds behind these barrier islands and the 

prevailing wisdom of many at that time was that the islands would soon inundate and 

allow the ocean to come directly to the inland shores of the North Carolina mainland. 

Frank observed the barrier island dynamics but could not benefit from the 

knowledge available in current scientific studies. Instead of New Jersyizaiton of the 

shores with sea walls, Frank wanted to erect sand fences along the entire coastline of 

the Outer Banks to trap blowing sand on the oceanfront side, and then when the 
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blowing sand had formed dunes of some height, to plant sea grass to stabilize the dunes 

into some state of natural permanence. This was considered a novel approach at the 

time.  

Stick had also read accounts from early English historians about the forests of 

the Outer Banks, which were now almost gone. Jim Senter, in an excellent historical 

analysis of NC maritime forests, quotes an account in 1890 by adventurer-journalist 

John R. Spears who wrote: “Fifty years ago Hatteras Island from inlet to inlet, a distance 

of over forty miles, was almost completely covered with a prodigious growth of trees, 

among which live oak and cedar were chief in size and number” (335).  

Stick believed that reforestation was a way to preserve the islands, and that to 

do these things would require a large and young labor force paid minimal wages. He 

correctly assumed that the New Deal under FDR would be the perfect avenue to 

accomplish the restoration of the islands and make possible a future national park.  

In a 2006 oral history, David Stick recounted how many people now consider his 

father to be a visionary. David said he never thought that way of his father because 

behind every proposal he made, he knew how it could be accomplished and was ready 

to take the necessary steps. In retrospect, this was certainly true for his national 

seashore proposal. All aspects of Stick’s proposal were eventually carried out, with the 

exception to-date of building a road on the lower banks of the Cape Lookout seashore 

and a bridge from there to the Carteret County mainland. 
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One would expect an article by Stick, a relative newcomer to the Outer Banks, to 

have had little effect. But it was written in masterful prose that laid out a challenge 

while at the same time reasoning with local residents that answering that challenge 

would benefit them and their children and generations to come. It was a hard sell to the 

local people of Outer Banks’ communities that enjoyed their remoteness from the 

mainland, yet the proposal did raise the possibility of federal funding for jobs and 

materials at a time of economic need. His proposal received more interest from state 

government officials and mainland newspapers in Elizabeth City, Raleigh, and 

Greensboro. 
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5. Process and Politics of the National Seashore 

Frank Stick’s idea for a national seashore did not just become a reality with a bill 

passed in Congress, or with an authoritative declaration or executive directive from the 

White House. Instead, it required 20 years of progressive action by the National Park 

Service, the North Carolina governor’s office and departments, US congressmen, 

newspapers, and a few individuals who stepped in at the right time. An official and 

lengthy National Park Service account written by Cameron Binkley goes into exceptional 

detail from an NPS perspective, and the reader is directed there for the many twists and 

turns in the process. The purpose of this chapter is to look at the process and the 

politics through the lens of the Frank and David Stick papers, and to ascertain Frank 

Stick’s role and determine how meaningful it was. This is a history of actions sometimes 

brazen and at times deftly subtle, and of how the effort almost failed.  

5.1 A Popular Start 

Frank Stick’s proposal to consider turning the greater part of the Outer Banks 

into a national seashore was applauded at first by newspaper editors and some Dare 

county officials who wanted to see federal investment in the area, but perhaps also 

because of the poetic grandeur of his proposal. Within state government, here was 

some interest but no state money to put behind such a project.  Frank’s proposal 

generated articles in the newspapers of Elizabeth City, Raleigh, and Greensboro. The 

Daily Advance of Elizabeth City editorialized, in October 1933, that it could "see no 
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reason why Frank Stick’s once seemingly extravagant and remote dream of a great 

national park along the banks from Currituck to Carteret1 and perhaps beyond, with all 

that it would involve from roads to schools for the banks people, may not be realized” 

(Peele). In the November 18, 1933 issue of The State magazine, the subheading for 

another Stick article stated: “North Carolinians as a whole are greatly interested in the 

proposed national coastal park” (Stick, “Coastal Park”, 18). While many newspaper 

editors wrote in support of the proposal, most influential state officials likely considered 

the proposal a long shot, more a dream than a possibility.  

To Stick’s credit, he did not just write the proposal as one would write an opinion 

piece or interesting article; instead it is clear from his correspondence in 1933 that his 

article was an actionable first step of a plan he personally wished to undertake.   

5.2 Turning Vision into Reality – First Steps 

Stick’s vision was not just conservation of wildlife sanctuaries, but more 

importantly to him the preservation of the fragile bank islands. He was convinced that 

they would become uninhabitable without reforestation and the planting of sea grasses 

to stabilize oceanfront dunes. If tourists were to ever come in any number, he believed 

that a permanent road had to be built connecting the small villages of the southern 

banks to Hatteras Island, and from there north to Nags Head, Kitty Hawk, and Duck. 

                                                   

1  Currituck County is in the northern Outer Banks and Carteret County is at Morehead City in the south. 
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These points are clear in his visionary article (Appendix A, par. 13, 19) and echoed many 

times in his personal correspondence with representatives of the state and the National 

Park Service. Most Bankers were in favor of such a road project and of the jobs it could 

bring them, so while the idea of national seashore meant federal interference in their 

backyard, there were some parts of the project that were appealing to almost everyone. 

 Stick’s proposal attracted the interest of state officials. Binkley in his NPS 

account notes that “officials in North Carolina were heartily supporting Stick’s proposal 

for a coastal park that included erosion control and reforestation as goals” (9).  

5.2.1 Appointments  

 Frank Stick’s engagement in his vision led to his appointment as chairman 

of the North Carolina Coastal Development Council, a committee that went through 

several name changes but that basically moved the coastal rehabilitation project along. 

North Carolina Governor John Ehringhaus in 1933 appointed R. Bruce Etheridge 

as Director of the newly formed Department of Conservation and Development (DCD). 

As a result of interest in Stick’s seminal proposal, Etheridge sent officials and engineers 

to survey the Outer Banks for potential improvements in late September 1933. 

Unmentioned by Binkley’s NPS account is that these representatives were met and 

accompanied by Frank Stick throughout their visit. According to a newspaper account of 

September 27, forestry, health and engineering officials were accompanied by “H.C. 

Lawrence, Frank Stick, chairman of the commission, and D.B. Fearing, chairman of the 
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board of [Dare] county commissioners” (Stick Box 2). On September 30, the Daily 

Advance newspaper headlined “Unanimous Approval of Coastal Park Project Is Given By 

State Department Representatives Who Visited Area And Made Thorough Inspection” 

and that “Frank Stick will spend next week in Raleigh …for final recommendation, to be 

passed on to the government officials” (Box 2).  

The Raleigh Times reported on November 11, 1933, that a meeting was held in 

Greenville with federal PWA officials at which Stick presented his coastal park idea  

saying that it had received the backing of virtually all state officials and organizations in 

the state. Congressman Lindsay Warren, after the Greenville meeting, recommended 

the governor formalize the committee as the North Carolina Coastal Commission, with 

Frank Stick as chairman. 

 Stick then took a delegation of NC officials to meet with federal agencies 

in Baltimore and Washington, in particular those activated by FDR’s New Deal, which 

could in principle provide funds and labor for the coastal park project. 

This pattern of engagement between Frank Stick and state officials in letters, and 

in person, would repeat itself many times through the remainder of 1933 and through 

1934 and 1935. 

5.2.1 Correspondence 

During this depression era period, Stick’s main form of communication was by 

typed letter sent via the U.S. Post Office. Long distance phone calls were expensive and 
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unreliable on the Outer Banks. Telegrams had to be routed through Elizabeth City. Stick 

kept carbon copies or first drafts of a great deal of his correspondence, which is why 

there is a definitive record of his involvement in pushing the park project along.  

Stick corresponded with R. Bruce Etheridge, who reported to the governor, with 

Paul Kelly, Etheridge’s assistant director at the DCD, with Governor Ehringhaus, with 

federal officials at the National Park Service (including Associate Director A.E. Demaray 

and Conrad Wirth, who would later become Director of the NPS and facilitate another 

Stick project (see section 6), with L.A. Sharpe NPS regional manager, with the Chief of 

the US Biological Survey, with the Army Corps that oversaw federal work camps, with 

attorney Robbins and attorney Roulhac Anderson in New York City, with wealthy 

landowners and with other parties during the park project. At a time of limited 

communication methods compared to the present, it is truly remarkable, and a lesson in 

project management, that one person could accomplish and coordinate so many 

different tasks and interests mainly through typed correspondence  

My research of Frank Stick’s letters reveals a style of writing that is effective 

without being terse. He almost always filled a full sheet of paper, and occasionally two. 

He often expanded his points with detail and in some cases would plant suggestions for 

action and then provide a rationale for why this would be in everyone’s best interest. As 

with his initial proposal, his writing made the recipient feel a part of something greater, 

and he often signaled a sense of urgency for action. Samples of his correspondence are 

provided in Appendix E, for the reader to peruse. 
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5.3 Beach and Land Reclamation 

   Frank Stick's desire to create a national seashore on the North Carolina coast to 

compliment and compete with the great and celebrated national parks established in 

the western parts of the country was only part of his vision for the area. The other part 

of his vision entailed coaxing nature to help preserve the barrier islands so that one day 

they could support viable communities and the resultant transportation necessities 

along the long narrow stretches of the Banks. This was supported by local residents but 

was in conflict with the Organic Act of 1916, which chartered the National Park Service 

to preserve lands for parks in an undisturbed natural state.  

But the reality of the Outer Banks in 1933 was that a hundred years of timber 

cutting and free-range cattle grazing had denuded the previously verdant islands, and 

eliminated their natural defense against storms and winds. A report by inspector Ben 

Thompson of the NPS in 1935, stated that “excepting the few square miles of the Cape 

Hatteras Woods, the Cape Hatteras Island is almost entirely devegetated and wind-

swept away. Storms and the ocean wash across it and the other islands of the ‘The 

Banks’ periodically” (Smith 45). Stick understood this and advocated for a restoration 

project. In a newspaper article from October 1933, he warned that “unless we take 

steps to repair the damage brought about by our own shortsightedness, then we will 

deserve the reproaches and the maledictions, not only of the children of this 

generation, but of generations yet unborn” (Stick “What Happened”).  
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For most of 1934, Stick was occupied primarily with figuring out the logistics of 

housing hundreds or thousands of Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) workers once, as he 

hoped and expected, the federal government approved his plan for dune restoration 

and island reforestation. Also part of the plan was to use federal workers for mosquito 

control.  The initial group of men were there to construct portable barracks designed by 

Stick that would later house the bulk of the labor force. 

The plan for beach reclamation as recommended by Stick was simple but 

required a large amount of labor. First, sand fences would be positioned along the 

oceanfront to catch the blowing sand from on-shore winds. When the fences were close 

to being covered, they would be replaced or repositioned to trap the next layer of sand 

until a dune was formed, at which point sea grasses would be planted to keep the dune 

from blowing away. At that time, this process was considered a novel approach among 

attempts to control beach erosion. The figure below illustrates the expected results. 
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Figure 6 – Building Sand Dunes with Sand Fencing (courtesy OBHC) 

 

Land reclamation also involved getting the state government to ban cattle from 

grazing freely along the banks, and to plant pine and oak seedlings and bushes to 

provide a cover for wildlife and protect the land during hurricanes and winter storms. 

During the establishment of camps for the coastal reclamation projects, Stick 

played a pivotal role in reassuring residents that the transient labor force would not 

threaten their communities with crime or uncivilized behavior. In May 1934, he spoke at 

a public meeting in Manteo to defend transient labor, regardless of skin color. He also 

stipulated that camp facilities should be of equal quality for the white and “negro” 

laborers that, at that time, were to be segregated (D. Stick Cape Hatteras 9). The issue of 

“colored” camps was so controversial that it ended up involving R. Bruce Etheridge and 
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Congressmen Warren (Binkley 17-18). The Independent newspaper of Elizabeth City 

came to Stick’s defense in an editorial piece on August 24, 1934, that lauded him as a 

“dreamer and a doer bent on great and enduring works for his beloved North Carolina 

coastland” and that “to Frank Stick all men, regardless of their heredity and culture, are 

potentially saints and heroes” (Saunders “Transients”).  

Stick was successful in getting the Public Works Administration to allocate about 

$840,000 to start the reclamation project and work officially began in October 1934. 

CCC work ramped up in 1936 when the NPS gave it full support. According to a 1942 

report by A.C. Stratton, NPS Field Supervisor for the project, the reclamation ran until 

1941 with a total expenditure over five years of $1,741,976. In the end, the project, 

constructed 4,216,000 feet (or about 781 miles) of sand fences, planted 283,841,000 

square feet (6,515 acres) of grasses, and planted 3,452,359 trees and shrubs2.  As a 

result of this rarely recognized work, the Outer Bank islands today are reforested and 

the oceanfront dunes provide protection for a paved road (Highway 12) that allow 

millions of visitors a year to drive the islands from Currituck in the north to Ocracoke 

Village in the south. 

                                                   

2  A.C. Stratton, “Erosion Control on North Carolina’s Outer Banks”, August 1942, cited from (Binkley 13). 
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Figure 7 – Civilian Conservation Corps workers, barracks and grass plantings. Camp 
“Diamond Shoals,” near Buxton, North Carolina, assigned to Cape Hatteras State Park 
project. (Photo courtesy of NPS from CAHA archives, in Binkley, page 21) 

 

5.4 Providing the Park’s Cornerstone – Making It Happen 

With the reclamation project and a separate project for building Ft. Raleigh 

underway, Frank Stick turned some of his attention to lobbying for the national 

seashore park with the NPS and with R. Bruce Etheridge in Raleigh.  

The National Park Service was ambiguous in its desire for the project and on how 

to pay for it. The NPS sent Roger W. Toll, superintendent of Yellowstone National Park, 

to make an assessment which turned out favorable to the idea of a seashore park, but 
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cited deficiencies in roads and bridges, which if built could mar the area’s natural 

beauty3. Then in 1935, the US Supreme Court struck down the New Deal’s National 

Industrial Recovery Act, which dried up emergency funds for NPS land purchases. As a 

result, the NPS advised Stick and North Carolina that land for a seashore park would 

have to come from private sector or state donations or state-funded purchases. 

Frank Stick reasoned that the key to making the seashore park a reality was the 

acquisition of oceanfront land. At the time, a good portion of the property on the Banks 

was in private hands. State and federal officials decided not to consider any acquisition 

efforts unless there was some indication of interest at the local level. Stick understood 

this and privately set about to start the acquisition process without any initial direct 

mandate from government officials. Once again, he started the engine and got the car 

moving down the road to realization.  

Most of the large land tracts with oceanfront were owned by wealthy families 

who had acquired properties for setting up hunting clubs. Frank Stick was an avid 

outdoorsman, hunter, and angler and had brokered one of the clubs on Hatteras Island 

for John S. Phipps, lawyer, developer, and heir to the Phipps family fortune.4 Stick who 

                                                   

3  This was a stipulation written into the Organic Act of 1916 that formed the NPS and its mission. 
4  Henry W. Phipps was business partner to Andrew Carnegie and later became a philanthropist. John S. 
and Henry C. were his sons. John S. resided mostly in Palm Beach, Florida, but also had homes in Long 
Island, and Virginia, where he raised polo horses and race horses. Frank Stick had brokered large tracts of 
land for two hunting clubs on the Outer Banks, one for each brother. It is the land for the club belonging 
to John S. Phipps that Stick asked to be donated to the national seashore project. Years later, Henry C. 
would also donate some of his land to the NPS for the national seashore. In total, the family ended up 
donating about 2700 acres of prime Hatteras Island real estate by 1958.  
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himself owned beachfront acreage on Hatteras Island, contacted John S. Phipps and 

pitched to him in writing the idea of donating 900 acres of his land for a national park. 

The official green light for Stick came in Raleigh on in the form of a short 

telegram (Figure 9) which he received on March 1, 1935, while pitching the park plan to 

Etheridge. It is shown in the next figure because I believe it to be the first significant 

federal validation for the possibility of a seashore park and the true start of the long 

national seashore formation process. What follows from this telegram (Stick Box 1) is an 

example of Stick’s abilities and doggedness in pursuing his goals for a national seashore 

park. Significant in the telegram is the wording that says “STATE PARK” as this would 

become a point of subtle maneuvering between Stick and the state government. 
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Figure 8 – Telegram signaling the official start of nation’s first seashore park. 

 

Stick likely rejoiced at the telegram and translated it into his marching orders. On 

March 4, Stick composed a lengthy letter to John Phipps and enclosed a copy of the 

telegram, saying “everyone is enthusiastic and highly appreciative of your interest in the 

matter” (Box 1). He also told Phipps that he was sending blueprints of his and adjacent 

properties and that other properties were being donated before the “big national park 

plan is fully shaped up [emphasis mine].”  The letter goes on to emphasize the altruistic 

value of a possible donation, saying “the vast value to conservation in general, and to 
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the entire coastal section may not be overestimated.” The letter requested only that 

Phipps send back a letter expressing his willingness to donate the land. 

 Next day on March 5, Stick wrote L.A. Sharpe (NPS) saying he would send land 

blueprints and that everyone in Raleigh expressed great enthusiasm. 

 On March 8, Stick wrote Paul Kelly of the state DCD mentioning sending 

blueprints to Phipps and, without yet having a response from Phipps, told Kelly that 

“there is no question but that the land will be forthcoming, and I should not hesitate to 

make all necessary arrangements” (Box 1). 

 On March 14, L.A. Sharpe telegrammed Stick for any updates on land donation 

and Stick the same day sent a “day letter”5 to Phipps expressing the “considerable 

importance you notify me telegraphically any development Cape Hatteras Park 

Project…wonderfully beneficial if decision can be reached this week” (Box 1), which 

could be interpreted as a pressure tactic. The next day Phipps sent a telegram that said 

his family hoped to give a reply by April first pending an inspection of the area. Stick 

then wrote a letter to L.A. Sharpe that land acquisition was proceeding satisfactorily. 

The next day Stick wrote Phipps that an investigation of the proposed park area was a 

good idea and that he could meet the inspector and show him maps that would describe 

“the whole story” (Box 1). On March 22, Phipps telegrammed Stick that “Members of 

                                                   

5  This was a letter that Western Union would send for arrival the same day, but not as costly as a 
telegram. 
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the Phipps families approve donation of land for Park under provisions and reservations 

set forth in correspondence” (Box 1). Frank Stick then sent a Western Union night letter 

to L.A. Sharpe saying: “Donation one thousand twenty five acres Hatteras land including 

over three miles ocean front definitely confirmed by members Phipps family in telegram 

received yesterday Stop Legal contract on way Stop Will augment this with personal 

donation” (Box 1). The same day he wrote a letter to the NC State Forester at the DCD 

advising him of the Phipps donation and suggesting he also wire Sharpe at the NPS, 

presumably so that Sharpe would then think that state officials were actively onboard. 

 I have taken the pains to present the above narrative as an example of Frank 

Stick’s methodology in rallying different parties towards a goal. There are several things 

that stand out about Frank Stick in this narrative: 1) he acts quickly; 2) he is not just an 

interested party, he is a promoter and salesman; 3) he is fine with stretching the facts 

towards the goal – he told Phipps in his letter that other lands were being donated and 

when none were, he donated his own land to keep his word; and 4) he was carefully 

juggling his role with the state government – his letters to Phipps are signed “Acting 

Chairman,” to Sharpe they are signed “Chairman,” and to the state they are signed 

without a title.  

Frank Stick’s actions to obtain a land donation of some 900 acres and his 

decision to donate his own beachfront land of about 100 acres on Hatteras Island laid 

the cornerstone for the national seashore. This was often referred to later as the 

nucleus for the project and was later used as a rationale for obtaining other donations 
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and for proceeding with the project, since without the donated land, the federal and 

state requirement for local “buy-in” was harder to demonstrate. Also, donated land 

became the possession of the state in the interim, which gave the state an impetus to 

act in order to avoid having to return the land to the donors if the seashore project 

failed. 

On June 19, 1935, Phipps’ lawyer in N.Y., Roulhac Anderson, wrote Stick a letter 

which enclosed a signed deed for the Phipps’ property with a request that the property 

be named “Phipps Park”, and that Cape Point on Hatteras be renamed “Phipps Point”6 

(Box 1). 

5.5 State and Federal Action 

In the meantime, state officials and Congressman Lindsay Warren were 

interacting with the National Park Service and Department of the Interior Secretary 

Harrold L. Ickes (under which the NPS operated). As noted in the Binkley report, Stick 

also wrote directly to Ickes about the park idea in July 1935, urging the secretary “seize 

this opportunity” and “its unrivaled advantages and possibilities” (19). This letter 

aggravated NC Senator Josiah Bailey who asked Stick to work together with him and 

Congressman Lindsay Warren. However, Stick’s letter did serve to instigate a meeting 

between Ickes and the NC congressmen, and at this meeting, Warren made a very 

                                                   

6  Stick after consulting with the NPS wrote Phipps that the park would be named as all national parks, 
after the locale and he cited Yellowstone and Glacier as examples, but saw no reason why “Phipps Point” 
could not replace “Cape Point” (F. Stick, Box 1).  
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strong case promoting the idea of a seashore park. Warren also enlisted the support of 

Harry Hopkins, a very close advisor to President Franklin Roosevelt. Warren, Hopkins 

and Roosevelt later met on the Presidential yacht on the Potomac river to discuss what 

was possible to accomplish (19).  

In addition to the letter to Ickes, Stick corresponded with A.E. Demaray, Acting 

Director of the NPS and with Conrad Wirth, Assistant Director of the NPS, seeking to 

boost the park idea to acquire more land. His doggedness landed him in hot water with 

the NPS since they were not authorized to acquire land, and they worried that public 

disclosures of Stick’s advocacy in the press would cause outside speculators to descend 

on the Outer Banks and buy up land, to later re-sell at higher prices to the federal 

government. Though he was advocating to maintain momentum for the project, Stick 

apologized to the NPS (24-25). But in November 1935, he frustratingly wrote Demaray 

requesting that some kind of affirmation from the NPS was needed (25). Wirth, upset 

with Stick’s advocacy, told Stick that absent funding, they were proceeding with the 

park proposal under jurisdiction of the NPS Branch of Planning and State Cooperation, 

basically shifting federal efforts to a coordinating role with North Carolina where all the 

funding and activity was to be carried out by the state (26). This was not what Stick had 

been hoping for. 

In a parallel effort, Stick corresponded with the U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey 

(BBS), which with a more determined agenda and funding was making plans to acquire 

the very narrow Pea Island (between Oregon Inlet and Hatteras Island) to establish a 
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wildlife sanctuary. Stick corresponded with the BBS encouraging their efforts and 

expressed the hope to Phipps that if the park project failed, the BBS could receive the 

donated Phipps land for a wildlife sanctuary. It is not beyond conjecture that Stick was 

placing added pressure on the NPS and the state of NC DCD by pitting them against the 

BBS regarding the initial donated “park” land (Stick Box 2).  

The entire government paradigm and NPS vacillation shifted in June 1936, when 

FDR signed into law an “act to authorize a study of the park, parkway, and recreational-

area programs in the United States” (Binkley 32). This act authorized and funded the 

NPS to survey the nation for recommendations on existing recreational facilities. About 

the same time, Congress also passed a beach improvement act which focused on 

erosion control in coastal areas (33). With these two acts as backing, NC Congressman 

Lindsay Warren began drafting a bill in Congress to designate Cape Hatteras as the 

nation’s first National Seashore. 

Warren began meeting with the NPS to ensure that the bill would reflect their 

requirements and that it would also include the Cape Hatteras lighthouse and keepers 

quarters, which had been abandoned by the US Coast Guard, and which Frank Stick had 

suggested one year before be used by the NPS as headquarters for park development. 

There was also a question of whether to include Ft. Raleigh and the Wright Brothers 

Memorial in the bill (33). It is not known, to what extent, if any, Stick had contact with 

Warren during drafting of the bill, but after it was submitted for review, Stick 

recommended that the bill stipulate in clear terms that if the land for the park was not 
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accepted by the NPS, that it be conveyed back to the original donors and not be kept by 

the state of NC (34). This stipulation was added to the bill and it is significant. While one 

can only conjecture, it appears that with this provision in place the deck would be 

stacked towards a national seashore under federal control, which was Stick’s desire, and 

not a state park. 

5.6 Congressional Action 

Congressman Warren’s bill went to the House Committee on Public Lands for 

deliberation in May 1937. The committee requested comment from the Department of 

the Interior and then added three important clarifying provisions to the bill (34):  

1) the federal government would not provide any public (tax payer) funds for land 

acquisition,  

2) the Secretary of the Interior would have the discretion to abandon the project if 

the NPS did not receive from North Carolina 10,000 acres of land within a period 

of ten years, and if project abandonment occurred, title of lands would revert to 

the original lawful owners, 

3) the wildlife refuge on Pea Island planned and paid for by the Biological Survey 

would be included in the park, if established, and be administered by the NPS. 

On August 2, 1937, H.R. 7022 – Establishment of the Cape Hatteras National 

Seashore in the State of North Carolina, was introduced to the House and it passed the 

same day. On August 14, the Senate with the backing of NC Senator Josiah W. Bailey 
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passed the legislation and on August 17, President Roosevelt signed it into law. The next 

day, FDR traveled to Manteo, NC to celebrate in Virginia Dare ceremonies, give a 

political speech, and watch the new play, The Lost Colony, performed in an outdoor 

theatre at Ft. Raleigh, built through the funding of his Works Project Administration.  

On September 5, 1937, the New York Times reported that the President had 

signed “one of the most important conservation measures ever voted upon by 

Congress, a bill providing for the establishment of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore 

in North Carolina” (37). In very short order, the Outer Banks had been placed on the 

map of national attention, and the prospects for a national seashore park seemed 

assured.  

5.7 State Land Acquisition and War Years Hiatus 

In 1939, the North Carolina General Assembly passed state bill SB311: An Act to 

Create a Commission to Be Known as the North Carolina Cape Hatteras Seashore 

Commission and to Provide for the Acquisition of Lands in the Cape Hatteras Region of 

North Carolina for National Seashore Purposes and to Authorize the Conveyance of the 

Same and Other Lands to the United States of America. 

R. Bruce Etheridge became the Chairman of the Cape Hatteras Seashore 

Commission, and Frank Stick was given the position of Secretary, which meant he would 

have to manage the bulk of the work which revolved around continuing land 

stabilization improvements and acquiring land for the park.  
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True to form, Frank Stick embarked on these tasks with model thoroughness, 

particularly since he was now officially sanctioned for the job. He issued multi-page 

memos and reports to Etheridge and the relationship between the two appears much 

more open and cordial under the new organization. In one memo, Stick reports that the 

natives were willing to donate or sell their land but that the chief obstacle to acquiring 

land on Ocracoke was the lack of proper surveys. He also reported getting options for 

both Phipps’s Buxton Club and Kinnakeet Club properties. However, when surveying 

personnel were not made available by the state, Stick in June 1940 went to Washington 

D.C. to meet with Conrad Wirth at the NPS to request 30-40 personnel to carry out the 

engineering surveys that were needed. Etheridge in principle supported this plan.  

After about 14 months as Commission secretary receiving tepid state support, 

and difficulty getting qualified surveyors and land donations, Stick decided abruptly to 

resign. He declined to attend a meeting of the Commission in Raleigh on April 29, 1941, 

and was replaced by Victor Meekins7, Sherriff of Dare County. There is little concrete 

evidence in the records found thus far to explain Stick’s sudden departure. This author 

believes that a major factor was his growing dissatisfaction with getting adequate 

surveying engineers from the state. Stick continually emphasized in correspondence 

with Etheridge, to no avail, that land acquisition relied greatly on knowing where 

                                                   

7  Should not be confused with Theodore Meekins, member of the General Assembly and Dare County 
developer, who would become a staunch opponent to the national seashore project.  
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property boundaries were. Another possible reason was that his mother in Illinois may 

have needed his help. Records show that she passed away in 1942. A third factor may 

have been his unwillingness to further any progress towards a state park rather than his 

vison for a national park. 

During the period between 1941 and 1943, Victor Meekins made continual and 

somewhat successful efforts to acquire land from both wealthy out-of-state landowners 

and from smaller local owners whose financial situations were meager. However, Victor 

Meekins would also eventually resign from the secretary position and become editor of 

the Dare County Coastland Times, continuing to support the national seashore project 

through the newspaper. 

In December 1941, the United States entered WWII which had the effect of 

reallocating resources and people’s interests to the war effort. At the height of the war 

in Spring 1944, Standard Oil and Sinclair Oil began oil exploration on the Outer Banks 

and received leases for most of the islands, including land planned for the national 

seashore. The NPS responded to North Carolina officials that “the park resources sought 

to be preserved would become so damaged, due to oil explorations and related 

activities, that the area would lose its unique and relatively unspoiled character and not 

be at all satisfactory for national seashore purposes” (Binkley 69). As residents began to 

contemplate the value of their land in an “oil boom,” land acquisition for the national 

seashore came to a halt. In March 1945, the North Carolina General Assembly passed 

state bill SB469 which postponed all land acquisition for two years pending oil drilling 
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tests. Because of the moratorium on land acquisition in SB469, the General Assembly 

also petitioned Congress to extend by five years the 10-year sunset clause in the 1937 

Congressional Act establishing the seashore. By 1947, no oil was found on the Outer 

Banks or from drilling in the Pamlico Sound.  

5.8 Sunset Clause 

Under the terms of the 1937 Congressional Act, none of the acreage needed for 

the national seashore could be paid for by federal tax dollars. It was up to North 

Carolina to acquire the minimum of 10,000 acres specified by the Act through donations 

to the state, direct purchase with state monies, or through condemnation proceedings. 

The procedure would then involve signing over the deeds to the federal government. 

But, the 1937 Act contained a virtual time bomb that put a ten-year sunset on the 

project. If the requisite minimum acreage for the park was not acquired within ten 

years, then lands acquired to that point were to be returned to their original owners by 

the state. No one anticipated this would become a problem because no one in 1937 

anticipated that half way through the land acquisition period, the United States would 

plunge into World War II. Although Congress accepted the 1945 petition to extend the 

sunset clause by five years, time was running out for a national seashore. 

If there was a silver lining to the adverse consequences of World War II, it was 

that land prices on the barren stretches of the Outer Banks remained remarkably low, 

some might even say depressed.  
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5.9 NC Backsliding and Delicate Interventions 

According to David Stick’s unpublished memoir, The Cape Hatteras National 

Seashore, “during the immediate postwar period beginning in the fall of 1945 and 

extending through 1946 and into 1947 the Cape Hatteras Seashore was nothing but a 

memory along the Outer Banks” (13).   

In mid-1948, developers and other park opponents who began to see a post-war 

boom in beach property, proposed a bill for the 1949 General Assembly to “Repeal the 

Act Creating the North Carolina Cape Hatteras Seashore Commission and Other Laws 

Relating Thereto” (Binkley 74). North Carolina Governor R. Gregg Cherry opposed the 

national seashore and had extended by two years the ban on land acquisition. R. Bruce 

Etheridge, who a decade earlier chaired the Cape Hatteras Seashore Commission, and 

the state Attorney General, H. McMullan, were also in favor of repealing SB311 that in 

1939 had authorized land acquisition by the state. The prospects for a national seashore 

were dismal at best. But with the election in November 1948 of Governor Kerr Scott, a 

change in the state’s position on the seashore project was a possibility. 

Against this backdrop, and at the urging of his son David, Frank Stick would once 

again re-engage, but he asked David to become the point person. According to David 

Stick’s oral history, he was contacted by Dewey Hayman, newly elected Dare County 

representative to the General Assembly, and told that the oil exploration law banning 

land acquisition would expire in March 1949 (Harris 8_B). Frank and David had not been 

aware of this, and after discussing this new fact, they “both acknowledged that 
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prospects were slim for ever resurrecting the park project. But we both felt such an 

effort should be made, and if we didn’t start it, probably nobody else would” (D. Stick, 

Cape Hatteras, 14).  

The first week of December 1948, the two drove up to Washington D.C. and met 

privately with A.E. Demaray, now NPS Director, and Conrad Wirth, now Assistant 

Director. The result of the meeting was that Frank Stick would immediately write a letter 

directly to the Secretary of the Interior, J.A. Krug, under whose Department of the 

Interior (DoI) the NPS operated. Stick’s letter of December 13, 1948, presented a history 

of events and questioned whether the DoI, through the NPS, planned to proceed with 

the National Seashore project. The Assistant Secretary of the Interior responded to 

Frank Stick on December 30 that “the Department has never lost interest in this 

worthwhile seashore project” (Binkley 76) and that they were anxious to go ahead with 

the proposed project8 as intended by the act of Congress in 1937. 

Frank Stick relayed the DoI’s intentions to NC Congressman Bonner9 in a letter 

dated January 10, 1949 (75), and Bonner became an active supporter of the national 

seashore project and began to work with David Stick and others on how to best 

proceed. NC Representative Dewey Hayman of Dare County threw in his support in the 

                                                   

8  Prior to land acquisition being suspended by the oil exploration bill, land donations and options totaled 
between 6,268 and about 9,000 acres by the end of 1942. The problem with the numbers is that much of 
the land was non-contiguous, and it had been promised but not yet acquired due to insufficient state 
funding.  
 9  Bonner had succeeded Lindsay Warren as representative, and Warren was still in favor of the seashore 
park project, and importantly still influential in both the federal and NC state governments. 
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General Assembly, and favorable press in the Elizabeth City Daily Advance to the news 

from DoI came out on January 13, 1949.  Lindsay Warren, who as a congressman 

shepherded the 1937 seashore act and was now Comptroller General of the United 

States, continued his support. The national seashore project slowly started coming back 

to life. 

But opposition was mounting, especially around Hatteras Island, where a 

mainland lawyer had acquired one of the hunting clubs and he fomented local dissent. 

Herbert Peele, editor of the Daily Advance, wrote Frank Stick on February 4 that “our 

publicity for the Cape Hatteras National Seashore seems to have stirred up a regular 

hornets nest in Dare County” (D. Stick, Cape Hatteras, 18). One of the major problems 

with locals was that the NPS did not want to extend a road down the islands as had 

been envisioned in the original plan, citing incompatibility with preserving the pristine 

nature of the area. But without a road, visitors were forced to drive over dunes and use 

the beach as a road, so eventually the NPS relented in order to preserve the dunes, and 

the state began the road building project, which is now Highway 12. 

Another source of opposition came from the state’s newly appointed Director of 

Conservation and Development, George Ross. He vacillated on cooperating with the NPS 

and worked behind the scenes to promote a state park instead of a national seashore 

while giving lip service to the NPS’s renewed efforts. Conrad Wirth’s biography of the 

NPS, Parks, Politics and the People, describes how Ross switched his position in the 

Governor’s office at the last minute trying to keep the lands acquired as a state park 
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(Binkley 99). Ross also later appointed David Stick to promote the park but did not 

assign him any promotional duties or reply to David’s correspondence. 

Besides rising local opposition, another definitive roadblock existed to creating 

the national seashore. Thanks to the efforts of Frank Stick and Victor Meekins, land or 

options on land had been acquired sufficient to meet the 10,000 acre minimum imposed 

by the Act of Congress, but the state could not afford to make the purchases or exercise 

the options. It had about $68,000 in its park budget but needed about $1,250,000. The 

NPS would not help in this regard because the Act of 1937 specified that no federal 

taxpayer funds could be used for land acquisition. All the land would have to be 

purchased by the state of North Carolina and conveyed to the federal government.  

On a positive note, the vision of a national seashore in North Carolina found a 

sympathetic ear with Governor Kerr Scott. He reactivated the Cape Hatteras Seashore 

Commission and his office began coordinating with the NPS. However, the Seashore 

Commission under the direction of George Ross continued to subtly impede progress on 

a national park, favoring instead establishing a state park, which would require less land, 

and perhaps no more than the original 1935 Phipps-Stick donations.  

Before the state could purchase any more land, it needed to conduct surveys 

and appraisals. Also, the residents of the Outer Banks were receiving information about 

the proposed park from 10-15 year old pamphlets, which was not helping with local 

“buy-in.” So at the suggestion of David Stick, Congressman Bonner enlisted Conrad 

Wirth of the NPS to attend Town Halls with him in the area to answer questions. The 
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disenfranchised opposition mounted such strong objections on Hatteras Island, that 

David Stick in his oral history, recalled these meetings as real catfights and as close as he 

ever got to being lynched (Harris 8_B). 

Because park opponents knew the state did not have an adequate budget for 

land acquisition, and because in 1949, they had introduced legislation in the General 

Assembly to revoke all aspects of a national seashore, it appeared that the renewed 

seashore effort would fail. Through 1950 and 1951, the park effort continued with no 

new money for land acquisition. The Congressional Act of 1937, which had been 

amended during oil exploration to extend the sunset clause for the project by five years, 

was due to expire on August 17, 1952. Time was running out for Frank Stick’s dream. 

What happened next is a subject of some interpretation. According to Binkley’s 

NPS account, the Mellon Foundation had been looking to donate money for preserving 

land as a wildlife refuge on the North Carolina mainland and contacted the NPS for their 

advice. But that land option had been preempted by a private sale so Conrad Wirth then 

then told Paul Mellon about the seashore plans and asked if he would be willing to 

donate their money towards a national seashore (Binkley 97).  

According to a different account from David Stick’s unpublished papers, Frank 

Stick had become good friends with Huntington Cairns, general counsel of the National 

Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., when he built a vacation home for him next to his 

own in Southern Shores, on the Outer Banks. According to this account, Frank was the 

person who had interested the Mellon Foundation in the mainland purchase for a 
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wildlife sanctuary through Huntington Cairns. This is highly plausible because Cairns sat 

on the board of several foundations and the Mellon Foundation was one of the main 

benefactors to the National Gallery of Art. When the mainland sanctuary purchase that 

Stick had proposed was lost to the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, Stick advised 

Cairns to tell Paul Mellon that there was still a possibility for sanctuary preserves in the 

national seashore project. According to David Stick’s account, Huntington reported back 

to Stick that Paul Mellon was interested but needed more information, so David Stick 

prepared background information on the national seashore project to send to the 

foundations, in strict confidence. (D. Stick, Cape Hatteras,40) 

There is agreement on what happened next. Conrad Wirth at the NPS got a call 

from Paul Mellon to say that the Old Dominion and Avalon Foundations would each 

contribute anonymously an amount totaling $618,000 towards the national seashore, if 

the state of North Carolina would match their donation. When one does the math 

(618,000 X 2), the combined monies amount to $1,236,000, suspiciously close to the 

$1.25 million the state needed to complete land acquisition for the national seashore.  

Conrad Wirth immediately took the Mellon offer of a $618,000 donation to a 

meeting with Governor Scott on June 11, 1952. In a last minute effort, DCD Director 

George Ross tried to derail the agenda in favor of a state park, but Kerr Scott, according 

to Wirth’s autobiographical account, instead asked his assistant how much money the 

state had in “the kitty” (Binkley 99). The “kitty” amount was $68,000 of which $40,000 

was allocated for road construction on the Outer Banks. Governor Scott then revealed 
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his intentions as follows: he requested the Department of Transportation to fund the 

road construction out of their own budget thereby releasing $40,000; he reallocated 

$50,000 appropriated for Hiwassee State Park; then he called a meeting of the Council 

of State on June 19 to ask them to authorize $200,000 from 1952 contingency (rainy 

day) funds, and $300,000 from the 1953 budget contingency funds (99). State Attorney 

General McMullan, advised the Governor that he needed direction from the Seashore 

Commission before taking any further action with the Council of State (100). 

Accordingly, the Cape Hatteras Seashore Commission met at Atlantic Beach two days 

later on Saturday, June 21, 1952, to consider the new-found funding prospects. The 

Commission voted unanimously to request that the Council of State and the Governor 

appropriate the money for land acquisition.  Committee Chairman G. Ross asked 

someone else to represent him at the Council of State meeting on Monday, June 23, 

which voted to accept the Governor’s proposal, and the matching funds from the Old 

Dominion and Avalon foundations, which were at the foundation’s request to remain 

anonymous (100-101).  

What was considered an impossibility just months earlier had suddenly become 

a possibility – the national seashore project had survived like a cat with nine lives.  

When the newspapers came out with the story on the Council of State’s approval 

citing an anonymous donor to help finalize the purchases of seashore land, there were 

those who raised an uproar, accusing the Seashore Commission of secret collusion with 

the Sticks, and speculation continued for some time. Commission member, J. Leo 
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Murphy, resigned from the commission in protest citing the impropriety of an unnamed 

developer (Frank Stick) being involved in some way with the anonymous donation.  

As a result, the state soon released to the press the identities of the anonymous 

donations (Avalon & Old Dominion foundations), but this did little to calm opposition. 

However, it did inspire more support in the press for the seashore project.  

Influential land owners on Hatteras Island and Ocracoke Island, filed legal 

actions, primarily to stop land acquisition or for obtain higher land valuations, and these 

actions persisted in the courts throughout the decade of the 1950s. 

In spite of the opposition, The National Park Service signed a memorandum of 

understanding agreement with North Carolina on July 15, 1952 in a quiet ceremony in 

the governor’s office, a month and two days before expiration of the Congressional Act 

authorizing the national seashore. Ten days later, Interior Secretary Oscar Chapman 

announced that the NPS would open an office on the Outer Banks to coordinate state 

land acquisition efforts (102).  

5.10 Vision Becomes Reality 

On January 12, 1953, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Oscar Chapman ordered the 

establishment of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, almost 20 years from when the 

vision was published in the Independent newspaper of Elizabeth City. The national 

seashore boundaries would extend from Whalebone Junction in the north on Bodie 
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Island to Ocracoke Village in the south, an exclude all existing villages within its borders 

(see Appendix C). 

On January 21, 1953, a new Secretary of the Interior under President 

Eisenhower, Douglas McKay, in a statement before the North American Wildlife 

Conference, praised “making possible the permanent dedication of this beautiful strip of 

unspoiled coastline to the enjoyment of all citizens” (124). 

While land acquisition was forthcoming in many instances, especially from 

smaller local landowners, the process for other tracts ended up in the courts and were 

adjudicated into the early 1960s. Motions were also filed in the NC General Assembly to 

no avail by wealthy landowners. Ironically, a piece of property that Frank Stick owned 

near the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse (Tract No. 302) was condemned by the federal 

government in Civil Action 263, on July 5, 1963 citing a trial by jury and the ostensible 

owner: United States of America, et al (Stick Box 2-3.9) 

The formal dedication of Cape Hatteras National Seashore and Recreational Area 

(its official name) was held on Thursday, April 24, 1958. During the ceremonies, waters 

from Old Faithful Geyser in Yellowstone Park – the nation’s first national park – were 

mixed with waters from the Atlantic Ocean of the nation’s first national seashore park. 

Among the dignitaries in attendance were Governor Luther B. Hodges, Paul 

Mellon, former congressman Lindsay Warren, and H.C. Moore, Rear Admiral of the US 

Coast Guard. David Stick dressed as a pirate with other friends to entertain the crowds. 
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As ever unassuming and uncelebrated, Frank Stick found a chair in the audience and was 

recognized by NPS Director Conrad Wirth during the ceremony. 

5.11 Assessing Stick’s Contributions 

Advocacy without the benefit of the internet, social media, or cellphones is hard 

to imagine in today’s world. So we must recognize that with just a typewriter, a rare 

telegram, and limited telephone service, Frank Stick served as the nexus for most of the 

messaging that occurred in getting a large national park project with so many competing 

interests off the ground. Without his writing talents, attention to detail, and prodigious 

correspondence, the hopes for the national seashore would have met an early demise,  

His letters (see Appendix E for samples) are masterpieces of courtesy, detail, 

persuasion, and polite requests for action. Without any official state capacity at the start 

of the national seashore project, he kept bootstrapping the project in the face of 

wavering state interest and tepid NPS support. It should also be noted that a close 

reading of Stick’s letters reveals that he would often finesse results, when necessary, 

and he did it unabashedly. 

It is abundantly clear from Binkley’s NPS document that many wonderful persons 

of character, altruism and political wisdom had a hand in making the Cape Hatteras 

National Seashore a reality. Notable for their strong support are Clark Stratton, A.E. 

Demaray and Conrad Wirth of the NPS, Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, Victor 

Meekins of Dare County, Congressmen Lindsay Warren and Herbert Bonner, and North 
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Carolina Governor W. Kerr Scott. But it is also abundantly clear that these men would 

not have had the opportunity to exercise their talents without Frank Stick leading the 

charge. 

In making the national seashore a reality, Stick was responsible for initially 

expressing the vision and formulating the challenge in prose that captured the 

imagination of state newspapers and elected officials.  

Stick contacted and met with federal officials in the Roosevelt administration to 

generate interest and acquire funding for the Civilian Conservation Corps to construct 

Fort Raleigh on Roanoke Island and to restore dunes, vegetation and forests to the 

Outer Banks’ islands. Aware of the unsightliness of sea walls and birms in New Jersey, he 

was the one that proposed sand fences and to help nature build sand dunes, something 

he had learned from observing the action of snow fences in northern states. This was 

considered a novel approach at the time.  

Frank Stick singlehandedly acquired the cornerstone land for the park of about 

900 acres from the Phipps family, and donated 100 acres of his own land on Hatteras 

Island, to validate his promotions to the Phipps and to show he was willing to “have skin 

in the game.”  

Stick managed the time-critical aspects of messaging between landowners, state 

officials, lawyers, the National Park Service, and the US Biological Survey, in an effort to 

maintain momentum for the seashore project during the pre-war years. In addition, he 

wrote articles for magazines and newspapers to promote local support.  
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He was responsible for deftly coercing the NPS and the state to keep the project 

from becoming a state park, by insisting with the Phipps family and their lawyer that 

their transfer deed stipulate conditions that favored federal control of their land. 

 He reviewed and influenced the federal legislation passed in 1937 authorizing 

the project, and served as chairman of the first Cape Hatteras Seashore Commission and 

later as secretary.  

Frank and David Stick together resurrected the project from its post-war demise 

by meeting with the NPS in Washington and by writing the U.S. Secretary of the Interior, 

instigating the government to consider whether it was indeed interested in a national 

seashore and making officials aware of the expiring timelines. 

Frank Stick encouraged the help and influence of congressmen Lindsay Warren 

and Herbert Bonner, and Governor Kerr Scott, so that officials would recognize the value 

of the project to the state and to the local residents of the Outer Banks. He maintained 

throughout that federal control would bring financial assistance and the personnel 

needed to manage such a large project.  

Finally, when the desire was there but the funding was not, it is reliably clear 

from the evidence that he helped surreptitiously deliver to North Carolina the monetary 

donations needed to consummate the project.  

Frank Stick dedicated a good part of his life and energies to conserving what he 

felt would be a great source of recreation and enjoyment for generations to come, and 

in the end, he succeeded. 
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Figure 9 – National Park Service 100th Anniversary Newspaper – The orange 

banner highlights three parks on the Outer Banks, all three in which Frank 

Stick played a major role in promoting and establishing. 
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6. A Second National Park 

In the 1940s, Frank and Maud Stick began spending winters in Key West, Florida, 

and in 1952 they traveled to the island of St. John, a part of the US Virgin Islands.  

According to a 1955 Saturday Evening Post article by Richard Threulsen, “the Sticks 

decided it was the pearl of all of all the Caribbean islands” (25). With the backing of four 

investors, Stick purchased 1433 acres of the Lameshur plantation on the island. At that 

time, St. John was home to about 700 inhabitants, had no paved roads, and limited 

electricity. 

6.1 Plantation Improvements 

The plantation contained a number of buildings that had fallen into disrepair and 

some effort was made by Stick on improvements. Later he asked his son David and his 

young family to continue the improvement process, but this did not last. What Frank 

Stick initially had in mind for the property was to develop it. Bruce Schoonover explains 

that “his change of heart was due to a number of reasons, including: his age [70] … the 

effort and costs involved … and his son, David’s, lack of enthusiasm about the project” 

(par. 12). David recalls in an An Artist’s Catch that his father was “considering 

appropriate alternatives for low-density use of the property”, but that he eventually 

“began to feel that the best use of the property might be no use at all” (xxviii). 
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6.2 Promoting Another Park 

A neighboring property on St. John belonged to Laurance S. Rockefeller (LSR) 

who was intent on building a resort where stressed clientele could come to unwind in 

simple comforts. The Caneel Bay Resort was in the process of construction when Frank 

Stick found a depression era Department of the Interior document which considered the 

island’s potential for a national park. According to David Stick, he mailed copies and 

letters promoting the idea to the Governor of the Virgin Islands, to Conrad Wirth, NPS 

Director, and to LSR (xxx). Frank Stick knew Wirth well because when forming the Cape 

Hatteras National Seashore, Wirth was the Asst. Director of the NPS and had presided 

over the final birth pangs of the national seashore as Director.  

Laurance Spelman Rockefeller was the grandson of Standard Oil magnate John D. 

Rockefeller, and after earning a degree from Princeton in 1932, was a founding member 

and later chairman of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, which pioneered investments in 

medical research, venture capital funding, aviation, and electronics. Laurance also 

worked closely with the National Park Service and helped with the acquisition or the 

donation of numerous properties for conservation in the national park system, including 

many Rockefeller family holdings. Through his Rock Resorts Company, he sought to 

build environmentally friendly hotels.10 

                                                   

10  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurance_Rockefeller  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurance_Rockefeller
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Rockefeller did not know Stick but they met in September 1954 to discuss the 

possibilities of a national park on St. John and apparently both men had a mutual 

interest in preserving a portion of the island in its original natural state. Wirth was on 

board with the idea since the National Park Service did not have a park as unique as the 

locale of St. John’s. As with the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, congressional action 

was necessary to begin the process of a new national park. Congress passed an Act that 

authorized the government to acquire 9,485 acres on the island, provided that 5000 of 

those acres would be donated by landowners. This was the same blueprint originated 

for establishing the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, where 10,000 acres had been the 

required land given to the NPS. 

Stick made it his business to promote the park idea to the Governor and to St. 

John residents as the best of all future scenarios for the island, and he proceeded to get 

options on land to meet the 5,000 acre donation requirement. According to one 

account, a contentious meeting of islanders and park promoters was in play when Stick 

entered and announced he had obtained options on the requisite 5,000 acres. This 

included his 1433 acres and acreage from numerous large landholders and some local 

residents. According to the account by Bruce Schoonover, “Frank had done this at his 

own expense, and over the course of the next several years, consistently refused any 

compensation for his efforts in connection with the park” (par. 14). 

The money to exercise the options was to come from LSR, but this was kept a 

close secret. According to Crystal Fortwangler’s dissertation on St. John’s development, 
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Stick wrote LSR’s point man that it was “best to wait until they had made some progress 

(e.g., secured options) before openly discussing the park project because ‘any leak might 

seriously endanger the project.’ This point appears at least three times in Stick’s 

personal letters” (158). The danger of course would be rapidly escalating land prices. 

Conrad Wirth who was now Director of the NPS and had worked considerably 

with Frank Stick in the national seashore project, helped to streamline the park 

formation process in the federal bureaucracy. As David Stick remarked in a biographical 

sketch, “Whereas it had taken more than twenty years for Stick’s idea for the Cape 

Hatteras National Seashore to become a reality, the Virgin Islands National Park was 

established in less than three” (D. Stick, Artist’s Catch, xxxi).   

There was and still remains some controversy around whether some small local 

landowners received a fair price for their land and whether soliciting their property was 

in their best interest. From a cultural anthropology viewpoint, land ownership was part 

of the native’s free (non-slave) identity.  From Stick’s point of view, the national park on 

St. John would protect their way of life. He wrote in an unpublished article that “I am 

very sure that this project we have instituted is the only possible way under Heaven, by 

which this haven of mountains, forest, protected beaches and sparkling water…can be 

preserved from such despoliation by special interests and by individuals without 

concern for public welfare” and that “whether the native inhabitants of St. John, who 

love this land more than any outsider can ever love it; who have strove…to preserve 

their small plots and larger estates from…commercial greed…prefer to retain [their] 
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values or to see a transition into something wholly at variance with their desires and 

inclinations” (Stick, “Virgin Islands”, 3-4). 

6.3 St. John Virgin Islands National Park 

 Technically known today as “Virgin Islands National Park”, it was finalized in 

1955 but formally established in 1956, a mere three years after Frank Stick and Laurance 

Rockefeller had discussed the idea. Both men got along so well on this project that 

Rockefeller later asked Stick to produce two paintings of marine life for the Caneel Bay 

Resort, the only known commissioned works Stick painted after giving up his art career.  

On the fortieth anniversary of the park's creation, Rockefeller said in a speech:  

This Park is one of the crown jewels of the National Park System, and 

for four decades it has provided millions of visitors an extraordinary 

environmental and recreational experience under the American flag in a 

Caribbean setting (Cromwell & Stoddard 140). 

After the park’s establishment, Frank Stick returned to the Outer Banks and 

began an exodus from his business and political activities, preferring instead to paint for 

pleasure and pursue his interests in ichthyology. Whether the Virgin Islands National 

Park was best for the island and its residents is largely a matter of opinion and “what 

ifs.” The island was known only to a very few before the park’s creation, and yet today it 

is still free of the over-building and traffic of St. Thomas, and for many visitors, a special 

sanctuary, and a jewel of nature as Stick and Rockefeller intended.  
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7. Lessons Learned from Frank Stick 

What sort of man is a wilderness enthusiast, a hunting guide, an artist, an 

illustrator, family man, author, adventurer, conservationist, modernist architect, 

experimenter, builder, real estate investor, politician, and visionary of two national 

parks?  Certainly he is a very special man that we can all learn something from.  

It is perhaps presumptuous to think that one can deduce best practices from 

studying a person’s life and contributions to ecology conservation, but that is what I set 

out to do as part of this inquiry.  

What made one person so successful in dealing with people of influence to 

accomplish the altruistic goals of conserving land for two national parks? Here are some 

of the lessons I have learned.   

7.1 Dreams vs Pragmatism 

Frank Stick had a dream he was able to put it into words in a manner that stirred 

the interest and dreams of others. After all, is it not this capacity to inspire that has 

been the beginning of many great achievements? Jefferson wrote "We hold these truths 

to be self-evident...," Kennedy challenged "Ask not what your country can do for 

you....," King encapsulated hopes of African Americans with "I have a dream that one 

day...” Stick wrote about a national seashore, saying: “we are progressing toward an 

achievement, which in its final consummation may destroy precedent and convention 

and topple over national conceptions…” (Stick, “Coastal Park”, par. 2). 
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David Stick in his oral history said that while many viewed his father as a 

visionary, he did not, because his father’s ideas were always followed by pragmatic 

actions (Harris 1_A). It is not sufficient to inspire action, it is better if the vision is 

coupled with a plan of action. In summary, one should rarely give advice that cannot be 

acted on. This is a consideration for anyone engaged in environmental advocacy work.  

7.2 Completion and Timeliness 

Stick always followed up on the completion of a project or the requests of a 

letter. If he did not hear back within a reasonable period, he would send a second letter. 

He acted in a very timely fashion, not allowing an initiative to grow stale. He did not 

delay action when the circumstances demanded it.  He also sensed when the time was 

right to propose a next step or make a contact; possibly coincidence, possibly fate, but 

most likely awareness and knowledge. His son David wrote about the national seashore 

project that “Simply stated, Dad came up with proposals that fitted into and actually 

filled voids in existing federal programs, and by coincidence, at exactly the time people 

in Washington would be most receptive to them” (D. Stick, Cape Hatteras, 8). 

7.3 Personality, Being Personable and the Value of Friends  

Throughout his three main careers – artist, developer, and conservationist – 

Stick acquired many friends, among them, persons in positions of influence. Though 

most evidence is circumstantial, he must have had an inviting personality and also been 

personable. His wilderness writings often contain self-effacing humor or commentary, 
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so aggrandizement was not his style. Throughout his life, he called on past friends and 

acquaintances at key junctures, in efforts to accomplish what he considered to be a 

worthwhile goal. While he was a very private person, he easily made new friends. His 

correspondence and writings show that he established rapport through common 

interests or common ground, and used this to build lasting and courteous relationships. 

7.4 Integrity and the Greater Good  

In his various conservation endeavors, Stick may have alienated many locals and 

been perceived as exploitative, but he was not. In his letters, he often wrote about the 

benefits local inhabitants and their offspring would realize as a result of a national park 

conservation. As a real estate developer, he understood what could transpire to natural 

areas without proper planning. In the end, he believed his promotions were a benefit to 

those most directly affected, including improving their economic life. In both his park 

promotions, he did not seek to capitalize financially when the opportunities arose, as 

some have erroneously claimed (Binkley 261).  

7.5 Effective Correspondence  

Stick’s correspondence was rarely terse or short-sighted. His format was usually 

polite, warm, and often began with a personal observation or remembrance to connect 

with the reader. He then would get to the business of the letter and either conclude 

with a need for action or a personal note of friendship.  In today’s rather sanitized and 

terse communications, his correspondence is an effective model for engagement. 
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7.6 Confidence and Self-Sufficiency 

Though his upbringing was modest, Frank Stick interacted with millionaires and 

laborers with equal ease. There is no indication in his correspondence with governors, 

philanthropists, congressmen, etc., that he ever took a back seat to persons of stature. 

He did not presume inferiority or feign superiority, which served him well navigating the 

“halls of power”, or directing a building project. We could attribute this outlook to 

confidence and self-sufficiency, traits he likely honed on extended wilderness trips as a 

young man, and which kept him from being indebted to incongruent agendas.  

7.7 Curiosity, Experience and Intellectual Honesty  

Stick was intellectually very curious and pursued many types of disciplines and 

must have read widely. David Stick commented in his oral history that he never met 

anyone that knew so much about more things than his father. This curiosity no doubt 

helped him keep abreast of the latest state and national initiatives of the time while 

allowing him to be conversant with persons of different interests. As an illustrator and 

artist, he lamented the persons that painted from second-hand knowledge, instead of 

experiencing the subject of their work (Appendix B, par.15). To be more relevant in 

advocacy, no one will disagree that personal experience in the field brings valued 

credibility. As a real estate developer and ardent conservationist, Frank Stick could 

comfortably advocate in both realms which made him an effective promoter for our 

nation’s first national seashore and for the St. John, Virgin Islands National Park. 
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8. Saving the Outer Banks and the National Seashore 

In this new century, we the people are the great beneficiaries of concerted 

actions in the previous century by individuals, government representatives, and civil 

servants, both state and federal, who despite their political and personal differences, 

were able to reach agreement for the greater good of the American people and to pass 

legislation for the people’s direct benefit.  

This is nowhere more evident than in realizing Frank Stick’s dream for a national 

seashore. Forward-thinking politicians at all levels of government, and true believers in 

the intrinsic benefits of wilderness to mankind and their future value as protected areas, 

laid the foundations to secure special natural areas as great gifts to future generations. 

North Carolina should not forget this legacy as it navigates the competing 

interests of its coastal future. 

8.1 Biodiversity 

The issue of biodiversity has come to the forefront in recent years because the 

destruction of so many primitive natural places is also leading to species extinction. 

Some of the endangered biodiverse areas include the rain forests of the Amazon, the 

Indonesian island forests, wetlands around the world, and especially ocean beachfronts.  

E.O. Wilson, biologist, naturalist and Professor Emeritus at Harvard, has lectured 

extensively on the need to protect biodiversity, and has recently started the Half-Earth 

Project which “proposes an achievable plan to save our imperiled biosphere: donate 
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half the surface of the Earth to nature.”1 In defense of his proposal, he has just 

published Half-Earth: Our Planet’s Fight for Life.  

Our Atlantic coast is a highly commercialized and developed coastline. It is 

significant in light of Wilson’s arguments for retaining biodiversity that the Cape 

Hatteras National Seashore preserves a biodiverse zone within its boundaries that North 

Carolina should treasure and avoid disturbing or abridging in the future. 

8.2 Clear and Present Threats 

The Cape Hatteras National Seashore under the direction and supervision of the 

National Park Service, has served as a buffer to overcrowding of a fragile barrier island 

ecology while providing recreational benefits for millions of visitors each year, and 

untold millions of dollars in economic benefit from tourism. 

 Yet the North Carolina Governor’s Office is threatening these benefits by 

encouraging exploration and drilling for oil and gas in the Atlantic coastal waters off the 

national seashore. Profits are threatening to undo the benefits of the national seashore.  

8.1.1 Oil Exploration 

It should be recognized that approximately 53% of North Carolina citizens across 

the state are in favor of oil and gas exploration in the state and in the Atlantic Ocean. 

Energy extraction and development is perceived as good for jobs, the economy and 

                                                   

1  http://eowilsonfoundation.org 
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national security. However, the majority of citizens of North and South Carolina’s 

coastal areas are against the development of an energy economy based on offshore oil 

and gas. They prefer a tourism and commercial fishing economy and view oil and gas 

exploration as major threats. Municipalities all along the coast passed resolutions in 

2015 against offshore oil and gas exploration.  

At the height of WWII, with the need for resources to fight the war, oil 

exploration was begun on the Outer Banks. Then in 1946 and 1947, Esso conducted 

seismic and magnetic testing and drilled two deep wells. Both wells yielded no oil or 

natural gas and were pronounced dry.  In 1953, one well was drilled in Camden County 

to a depth of 6,421 feet, and though it yielded some gas, it was plugged and abandoned. 

In 1965, seven wells were drilled to basement depths in the Albemarle and Pamlico 

Sounds, and all were found dry and were abandoned.2  

The prospect of finding oil has now moved to the Atlantic waters off the coast of 

North Carolina. Despite the “Deep Water Horizon” oil platform disaster in the Gulf of 

Mexico, the Obama Administration inexplicably opened the mid-Atlantic waters to allow 

leases for off-shore oil exploration. The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) 

was given the responsibility to approve leases and it held public information forums in 

2015 on the Outer Banks, in Wilmington, NC, and as part of the Ocean Policy Working 

Group (OPWG) at Duke University. In the presentations, one point of dubious 

                                                   

2  Source: United States Geological Survey presentations.   
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reassurance was a 50-mile exclusion zone forcing potential exploration and drilling off 

the continental shelf and near the Gulf Stream.   

On July 31, 2015, the NC Coastal Federation held a forum3 in New Bern to 

present the pros and cons to drilling. The only tepid propositions in favor of drilling 

came from Donald van der Vaart, Secretary of the N.C. Department of Environmental & 

Natural Resources. Mayors, realtors, fishermen, scientists, concerned citizens and 

lawyers argued against developing an oil drilling economy on the coast. Peg Howell, 

former Chevron employee, detailed the infrastructure requirements that would be 

needed to support an oil and gas industry and the environmental dangers they pose. 

Presentations were made on the legal and scientific aspects of energy extraction, 

including a presentation by Duke University Marine Lab professor, Doug Nowacek, who 

spoke on “Seismic Surveys and Marine Mammal Impacts.” A seventh generation Outer 

Banks commercial fisherman, Morty Gaskill, spoke against an energy exploration 

economy, concluding with the observation that “we don’t give ourselves credit for what 

we have!” 

Late in 2015, NC Governor McCrory made a trip to Washington D.C. to lobby for 

an exception to the BOEM 50 mile exclusion zone in order to allow drilling closer to the 

coast, increasing the threat to one of the most biodiverse transient marine ecologies on 

the planet. Rather than take a position to protect its national seashore, NC officials have 

                                                   

3  Shaping Our Economic Future: Offshore Drilling in N.C., New Bern forum, July 31, 2015. (nccoast.org) 
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prioritized the allure of jobs and state revenues from energy extraction over the tourism 

value of an unmarred national seashore, ignoring potential harms to coastal ecology. 

In March 2016, President Obama in the face of widespread opposition to the 

BOEM lease plans, reversed his decision to allow leases in the mid-Atlantic region. Then 

in last months of his presidency, Obama issued another directive that may re-open the 

door to mid-Atlantic oil exploration. 

8.1.1.1 Sonar Exploration and its Effect on Aquatic Species 

As highlighted by Doug Nowacek’s research, one of the largest harms to coastal 

resources may come from the exploration for oil, and not the drilling itself. The Outer 

Banks coastal waters are a veritable super-highway for all types of marine life, including 

the larger marine mammals. Oil exploration in the ocean relies on detonating water 

cannons to produce sound waves intense enough to radiate through the ocean floor. 

One of the dangers of this seismic testing for oil is that sound carries for much longer 

distances and in greater amplitudes in water than air, and the sonic booms may 

interfere with marine migratory patterns, affecting commercial and recreational fishing, 

and the biodiversity of the Atlantic coastal waters. 

In December 2015, 31 members of the House of Representatives, including from 

the states of Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, signed a letter to BOEM 

requesting a review of the impacts of seismic testing on the marine life off the Atlantic 

coastline before allowing permitting for oil exploration. (Appendix D). This letter may 
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have been the turning point in President Obama’s initial reversal on Atlantic oil leases in 

January 2016. 

8.1.1.2 Dangers of Oil Rigs and Oil Spills 

The Atlantic waters off the North Carolina coast are known for being treacherous 

to shipping because it is where the Gulf Stream current moving north interacts with 

colder artic currents moving south. In addition, the area is right in the middle of the 

hurricane belt, immediately obvious by looking at a historical map of storms. 

The possibility of oil rig disasters and of small or large oil spills is heightened by 

the fact that the weather and ocean currents will be very strong for much of the year, 

with few periods of relative calm that fortunately predominate in Gulf Coast waters.  

8.1.1.3 Shipping Dangers and Pipelines 

Positioning oil rigs in the coastal Atlantic waters provides a large risk to ships as 

they travel the north-south coastal corridor.  Storms can throw vessels off course, 

especially if engine failure occurs, as happened in 2015 with the freighter El Faro, which 

eventually sank in a hurricane. Having the north-south sea lanes pockmarked with oil 

rigs is a recipe for disaster.   

Bringing oil to the surface is only one part of drilling offshore; getting the oil to 

shore for distribution and refining is the other necessary component. North Carolina 

does not have good access to deep water ports as many of the approaches are shoaled 

and shallow. For example, the Morehead City ocean channel is being dredged yearly to 
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maintain depth for medium-size freighters. This means that delivering oil to shore will 

be difficult by boat and likely require the installation of underwater pipelines. 

Knowing the protests that have occurred in recent years over the concerns of oil 

pipelines in western states, how much more fragile and dangerous and subject to 

corrosion and erosion will an underwater pipeline be running across the Gulf Stream to 

the mid-Atlantic coast? 

8.1.2 Coastal Development 

Development on the Outer Banks has reached epic proportions, in this author’s 

view, dwarfing any other coastal area of North Carolina. A flyover using Google Maps® 

will suffice to convince the skeptic. Frank Stick’s intuition of unchecked development on 

the barrier islands was correct. Thousands of homes congest all areas outside the 

national seashore, removing safe nesting grounds for all forms of wildlife. 

Development brings with it degradation to coastal and sound waters from septic 

systems. Human discards, in particular plastics and plastic bags, have a habit of being 

blown by the wind into the water and then into the digestive systems of our marine 

animals. In 2009, plastic bags were banned on the Outer Banks. On April 24 2017, House 

Bill 434 passed the NC Senate which includes repealing the ban on plastic bags.4 

Development also heightens beach destruction as highlighted by coastal 

geologist Orrin Pilkey. As buildings are placed on the oceanfront, and sandy terrain shifts 

                                                   

4  Ross, Kirk. “Bag Ban Repeal Among Bills on Fast Track”, Coastal Review: coastalreview.org. April 2017 
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beneath the structures, beaches become narrower and give way to requiring beach 

walls to protect structures, eventually eliminating a once beautiful beach. 

8.1.3 Air, Water and Noise Pollution 

The press of development also brings with it an abundance of automobile traffic 

both on paved roads, and regrettably on the ocean beaches. This traffic and the noise it 

brings, added to the noise of air conditioners and other civilized accouterments, 

blankets our developed beach areas. Automobile and ATV exhaust pollution degrade the 

otherwise clean air. Developed areas support thousands of dwellings and condominiums 

that leach water waste and chemicals into septic systems or overwhelm treatment 

plants that eventually discharge treated chemically active effluent. The national 

seashore is mostly free of these forms of pollution. 

8.1.4 Global Warming  

The fact of global warming has and will affect our coastal areas. In places where 

no human structures exist, nature will adapt on her own. As sea level rises, it is possible 

that sands deposited by the action of ocean waves and winds will maintain the barrier 

islands at their current heights. But where human development abounds with fixed 

structures, the islands will not be able to adapt to a rise in sea level. 

8.1.4.1 Sea Level Rise 

The North Carolina Sea Level Rise Assessment Report summarizes that “using 

existing gauge rates, sea level rise across North Carolina by 2045 would vary from a low 
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estimate of 2.4 inches…at Southport to a high estimate of 5.4 inches at Duck.”5 Other 

estimates put the change at Duck as high as 10.6 inches.6  These estimates from the NC 

Coastal Resources Commission are considered very conservative by many scientists. 

Actual rise will be heavily dependent on global warming. A recent article in Nature 

reports on the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet from unchecked warming, citing 

general sea level rise due to this phenomena alone as between 3-6 feet by year 21007. 

It is perhaps encouraging that while many developed areas that are fixed into a 

migrating island ecology compounded by sea level rise may suffer the most, the Cape 

Hatteras National Seashore could still provide the public with white sand beaches since 

new beach areas will be created by nature as existing beaches are submerged by sea 

level rise. Island migration will continue as sand is displaced from the ocean side to the 

sound side, and new inlets will be formed or existing ones closed by storms, and 

undeveloped sections of the national seashore will adapt more easily than the 

developed areas. If worst case scenarios for sea level rise by the end of the century 

occur, then it is likely that the Outer Banks barrier islands could sadly become narrow 

sand bars with most areas below the water surface.  

                                                   

5  Prepared by the NC Coastal Resources Commission Science Panel, revised version, March 31, 2015. 
6  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change RCP estimates plus vertical land movement. 
7 http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v531/n7596/full/nature17145.html 
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8.1.4.2 Storm Intensification  

 Global warming also brings with it a forecast for much stronger coastal storms as 

global temperatures rise. Hurricane intensity is driven by warm ocean waters and the 

warmer the water, the greater the possible strength of the storms.  

 Large storms on the Outer Banks can breach barrier islands and form new inlets 

for ocean water to flow into the Sound areas. Nature will do what it desires with these 

storms. There is some comfort in the fact that the re-vegetation of the islands under the 

plan prescribed by Frank Stick and carried out by the Civilian Conservation Corps in the 

1930s has helped to protect the barrier islands against large storms.  
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9. Appreciation and Intangibles 

In conducting this inquiry, I was left with two nagging questions that are 

addressed in this chapter. First, why is the history behind establishing the Cape Hatteras 

National Seashore relatively unknown and uncelebrated by North Carolina and the 

public? Second, why do we as citizens of this state not give more attention to the 

intangible benefits of nature?  

9.1 North Carolina First  

North Carolina claims a few tenuous “Firsts” in its historical heritage: “First in 

Freedom” due to the Mecklenburg Declaration of 1775, “First State University” due to 

the first graduates from a state-chartered institution, and “First in Flight” due to the first 

powered flight of man. All these “Firsts” are contested by other states. But one “First” 

that cannot be contested but is nominally unmentioned and unrecognized is “First 

National Seashore.” North Carolina was the first state in America to establish a national 

seashore, before Virginia, Georgia, New Jersey, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, etc.  

America’s first National Seashore on North Carolina’s Outer Banks served, and 

still serves, as a model for conserving natural resources and for preserving the balance 

between nature’s benefits and the enjoyment of those benefits. North Carolina should 

be proud of its accomplishments in such a significant ecological conservation effort. 
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9.2 Appreciations  

In addition to those already mentioned in this document, establishing the first 

national seashore could not have been accomplished without the collaboration and 

acquiescence of private landowners to cede oceanfront and soundfront property for the 

greater use of future generations, and for the protections afforded such donations by 

the federal government.  The Cape Hatteras National Seashore would not have been 

possible without the contributions of many individuals and families that gave up 

oceanfront land, and without the strategic donations of wealthy landowners that had 

the wherewithal to hold out and be selfish, but in the end cooperated. In most cases, 

landowners acted for the greater good and they should be recognized. 

The Virgin Islands National Park today recognizes the families of local natives 

who contributed land to the park effort and they evidence pride in being a part of 

preserving one of nature’s gems. The same should be the case for Cape Hatteras 

National Seashore. It is long past due for the State of North Carolina and the National 

Park Service to commemorate in some fashion the architects of the national seashore, 

the civil servants and politicians, and the landowners of parcels small and large that 

made it possible to protect a contiguous seashore for all people to enjoy. The State of 

North Carolina should be proud of what was accomplished and designate a day, perhaps 

the anniversary day of April 24th, to celebrate the history and the benefits of America’s 

first national seashore.  
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A wider appreciation is due North Carolina from the national press and media. As 

one example, Kevin Burns’ notable Public Television series8 on our National Parks, The 

National Parks: America's Best Idea, failed to highlight the first national seashore or to 

research the story behind its establishment. Perhaps this can be rectified with a future 

documentary. 

Notable by its absence, The Wilderness Society in its report on White House 

Conservationists,9 never mentions the Cape Hatteras National Seashore and 

Recreational Area in its list of conservation accomplishments for Franklin Roosevelt. 

Under Harold Ickes guidance and Roosevelt’s endorsement, Congress passed the 1937 

Act for the nation’s first national seashore. 

The State of North Carolina should take the leadership role in recognizing the 

many individuals and parties that contributed their talents, and a good part of their 

lives, to establishing the CHNSRA. This recognition should also extend to every 

landowner, who either sold or donated their land to further the park project, both big 

and small tracts, because their willingness played a significant part in the realization of a 

project that was altruistic and intended for future beneficiaries. It would be entirely 

                                                   

8 http://www.pbs.org/nationalparks/ 
 
9  http://www.ohranger.com/all-parks/news/2010/top-10-park-conservationists 
 

http://www.pbs.org/nationalparks/
http://www.ohranger.com/all-parks/news/2010/top-10-park-conservationists
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fitting to memorialize the names of families that had a part and to provide a museum 

that highlights the seashore’s development and its present-day benefits and fragilities. 

9.3 Intangibles 

The national seashore is also about the intangible benefits it provides. 

One can argue that in the case of our national seashore, it is what you don’t see that 

makes it special. For many, the Cape Hatteras National Seashore represents a love affair 

with nature and intangibles that can please the soul and reawaken feelings that are 

outwardly less visible, but inwardly as real and beneficial as a potent medicine. 

I watched the ocean at Nags Head in June 2015 while conducting this project, 

and saw the beach so narrow where humans have staked their buildings in the ground 

and compared this to the wide un-staked beach of Ocracoke, and I realized that we 

need not in all places restrict nature. If left alone, nature maintains its own, it retains its 

beauty, its richness, and its blessings for the earth and all its creatures. I believe that 

Frank Stick understood this, and that it played a major role in his seeking to preserve 

part of the Outer Banks for future generations of nature seekers and fishermen. 
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10. Conclusions 

Sometimes someone accomplishes a major advancement that goes 

unrecognized for decades or centuries, often because the generation they live in is 

either not ready to accept the advancement (e.g., Copernicus) or not ready to 

appreciate it (e.g., Van Gogh).  These unappreciated individuals are sometimes called 

visionaries in their respective fields of endeavor. For additional examples, we do not 

need to search very hard. Leonardo da Vinci died mostly ignored and forgotten by his 

Italian peers and Nikolai Tesla was fired by Thomas Edison when Tesla tried to promote 

the advantages of alternating current over direct current as the best method for 

electricity transmission.  

 The mark of a visionary is usually such that their contemporaries either cannot 

perceive, or are unwilling to accept, the vision. In the field of ecological conservation, 

this can be said about Frank Stick, who envisioned two national coastal parks, the first of 

their kind, to protect two pristine ecologies for the enjoyment of generations to come. 

 Some men seek out publicity, some self-promote, and some shy away from the 

limelight, content to let their opus speak for itself.  It is clear that Frank Stick falls into 

the latter category, and also equally clear, that the time has long passed for the state of 

North Carolina, and the nation, to give ample recognition for the work he did and the 

legacy he left behind through his effective and concerted conservation advocacy. Great 
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accomplishments deserve great praise and recognition, and in this regard for Frank 

Stick, it is long overdue. 

 The legacy of Frank Stick's actions is that there exists on the coast of North 

Carolina undisturbed stretches of white, silver and gold sand beaches that are nurtured 

by nature's strong and gentle molding unrestricted by the impositions of man. We have 

only to look at the other stretches of North Carolina's developed beachfront to 

recognize what a gift has been passed forward. Where national seashore or military 

interests have not intervened, developers have built dwellings and commercial buildings 

on virtually every square yard of coastline.  In many places these edifices are now 

perched on the sea's edge and falling into the sea.  In other places, the beachfront has 

narrowed so precipitously that the very pleasures sought after from its presence and 

beauty has been thwarted by the seekers of those pleasures. 

 It is starting to become common knowledge through the research and writings of 

geologists, most recently and notably Orrin Pilkey in The Last Beach, that the best way 

to destroy a beach is to impose on it immovable structures like buildings, sea walls, and 

roads that prevent a beach from naturally repositioning. This was not known scientific 

knowledge in the era when Frank Stick was seeking to establish a national seashore. 

Fortunately for us, part knowledge and love of nature's gifts, part fortitude, and part 

inspiration came together to intervene on nature's behalf, preserving what was certainly 

destined to be destroyed by the commercial interests of man. 
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 Frank Stick had seen the destruction to the Hudson River and its estuary at the 

turn of the 20th century when he joined the Izaak Walton League in an effort to raise 

awareness and fight back against the commercial destruction of an area that once 

abounded in sea life. His love of the coast and surf fishing eventually took him to the 

Outer Banks at a time when travel and accommodations were difficult and scarce. 

Undeterred by the lack of comforts and amenities, and more precisely, because of this, 

the Outer Banks coastline lay mostly undisturbed by human industry. He saw much 

greater benefit in this to the mind and soul than the city life he and his family left 

behind.  And while he occupied himself at first developing the infrastructure for a tourist 

economy, it is apparent that he soon recognized the greater good to come from 

spearheading the effort for a national seashore. Stick serves as an example that the 

desire for environmental conservation can coexist with prudent and carefully planned 

development.  

Some have questioned the motivations behind Frank Stick’s efforts for a national 

seashore. Was it an attempt to isolate a large portion of the southern Outer Banks from 

development in order to enhance the value of his real estate in the northern portions, 

or was it the realization as a developer and also a lover of wilderness, that not 

protecting some of these shores from development would result in devastating their 

unique pristine character? We will never know for sure his early motivations, but we do 

know that his subsequent efforts in North Carolina, the Florida Keys, and the Virgin 
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Islands strongly favor the conclusion that his motivations were foremost those of a 

naturalist and a conservationist. 

 Frank Stick was a man of action, as evidenced by his biography and by his 

correspondence. Perhaps his learning experiences in the wilderness taught him the 

urgency of doing things in-time, whether providing shelter from animals before nightfall, 

protecting a partner from a grizzly bear attack, or preparing for the onset of winter in 

the wilderness. His outdoor experiences no doubt taught him the very essence of timely 

action.  He exercised this in his conservation efforts. So should we. 

Forgotten to our contemporary history and awareness, Frank Stick deserves 

long-delayed recognition and popular admiration, not only because he merits it, but also 

in order to bolster our present day efforts for environmental conservation. 

  

Figure 10 – Pristine National Seashore on Ocracoke Island (picture by author ~ 2015). 
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Appendix A – Text of National Seashore Proposal 

Author’s Note: To my knowledge, the original article in The Independent” of Elizabeth 

City (now out of circulation), exists today only on microfilm and no longer in print. 

Therefore, I have carefully transcribed it to text from pages 3 and 7 of the microfilm to 

make it readable and available for future research and commentary. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A Coastal Park for North Carolina and the Nation 

Opportunity at Hand for Government to Acquire One of the Most Charming Coastal 

Areas in America at Little Expense, for the Satisfaction of the Esthetic and 

Recreational Needs of the People, for the Conservation of Migratory Wild Life and for 

the Better Defense of an Open and Unprotected Coast Line in Event of War - - - By 

FRANK STICK            © The Independent of Elizabeth City, NC 

Within a single generation, with commendable foresight, our legislators have 

created and made accessible to the public a national park system which embraces 

thousands of square miles of forests, mountains, lakes and desert. Through a period of 

years, have been appropriated millions of dollars for the purchase of much of this 

hinterland, and each year is expended added millions for the maintenance and the 

improvement of the tracts thus reserved. These huge expenditures aid in no way the 

economic advancement of the nation, nor do they bring bullion into our national or 

state treasuries, excepting in an abstract way. The areas set aside are of no material 

advantage whatsoever, excepting as in certain instances they may serve as sanctuaries 

and breeding places for our wild life, and in still rare instances, where some portions of 

them may provide grazing grounds for domestic animals.  

Yet no moneys ever expended by Congressional edict and through presidential 

approval have ever advantaged the public more, and nothing has better proven the 

intent and the desire of our legislators to work for the betterment of the constituencies 

they represent. No matter how divided they may have been upon economic and purely 

political issues, they have been single minded upon the one proposition that the success 

and the prosperity of a nation is not dependent wholly upon ponderable and physical 

things; but that the opportunity for healthful outdoor recreation and communion with 

nature is as indispensable to national progression, as are commercial enterprises, 

educational and political discipline, or any of the manifold labors and endeavors of a 

modern civilization. 
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It is not entirely incidental to the main motive, and is, I believe, of almost equal 

importance to future generations, that in thus creating recreational areas, we have at 

the same time, preserved for all time, and in their natural aspect, some portions of the 

most sublime, and interesting regions on this continent. 

Then Why Not a Coastal Park  

Most of these parks and reservations are located in the extreme west, and are 

therefore in general use by but a small percentage of the American people, yet within 

the past few years have been consummated several notable projects in the east, 

including the Great Smoky Mountain National Park. With all due respect to the public 

spiritedness of those individuals and associations which have sponsored these inland 

reservation, and to the foresight of the members of those legislative bodies which have 

enacted measures necessary to their perpetuation, yet it has seemed to me a strange 

and unfathomable thing that no sustained and general effort has ever been made to 

reserve for public use any considerable tract or body of land, of that character and type 

which is universally conceded to be most attractive and interesting to the vacationist, 

and which, from a standpoint of health giving and environmental advantages; 

inspirational appeal and day after day livableness, offers more to the general public than 

can the most inspiring stretch of mountains, the most impressive forests or the clearest 

of lakes or streams. I speak now of our seashore. 

Indeed, sporadic attempts have been made from time to time to create national or 

state parks along our Atlantic seaboard. It so happens that the writer became interested 

in such a movement, shortly after Will H. Dilg, with slight assistance from some few of 

us, succeeded in procuring the enactment of the two and a half million dollars Upper 

Mississippi Bill. The later plan, which involved the purchase of eight miles of ocean front 

on the New Jersey coast, was frustrated by selfish commercial interests. Since then, 

however, I have given the matter considerable thought. 

A glance at a map of our Atlantic coast would immediately suggest to the average 

person the idea that here is such a vast stretch of territory that there will always be an 

abundance of ocean front open to the use of the casual or the confirmed seeker for its 

pleasures. Yet investigation will discover the fact that a considerable portion of it is 

entirely unsuited for recreational or residential purposes; because of its character; 

because of inaccessibility, which can never be overcome, or because of unfavorable 

climatic conditions. The balance, for the most part is in the hands of speculators, who 

have either developed their sections, or who are holding them at prices which would be 

prohibitive for the purpose we have in mind.  
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Fortunately, however, there still exists, what I believe to be the most attractive, 

unique and enchanting coastal section in America, and one which can be acquired 

through condemnation proceedings and  through state and private gift, at a cost per 

mile of less than would be charged for a hundred foot lot on our northern coast. A tract 

twenty-five miles in length, bounded by the ocean on one side, and by Pamlico Sound 

on the other, could be taken over for less than the price of five miles of concrete 

highway, and this amount could be doubled, trebled, or quadrupled on about the same 

basis if desired. Incidentally, this is the last great stretch of ocean frontage available on 

the Atlantic coast, today, and this once gobbled up by speculators, our last opportunity 

to create a coastal park is gone forever. 

Where Nature is at Her Best  

From a standpoint of climate—and no factor is more important in considering a 

national park—this section I have in mind could scarce be improved upon. Such high 

extremes of temperature as occur even at famous northern resorts, are unknown, yet, 

because of its close proximity to the Gulf Stream, the winter climate varies little from 

that of Jacksonville, Florida. Tornadoes have never visited this region, and high winds 

are a rarity. For its entire length of shining beach, surf bathing facilities are afforded; the 

inside waters give opportunity for boating of all kinds, and on the high well grassed 

beach, the camper or cottager may safely establish his transitory or his more permanent 

residence, while a considerable portion embraces luxuriant woodland and grassy 

meadows. From the sportsman’s standpoint, no section could be more desirable, and 

for the seeker for rest and the opportunity to relax body and soul under the ennobling 

spell of the sea, or in the peaceful solitude of sun-kissed sounds, I do not know where 

could be found a territory comparable to it. This land is rich in history, also, for in the 

immediate vicinity the English flag was first planted upon our shores, and here too, the 

first attempt at colonization was made. It is exactly mid-way of our Atlantic coast, and 

can be reached in less than twenty-four hours, by fifty million of our populace, travelling 

by automobile, or in less than five hours by air. 

Consideration of the map which is appended to this article, suggests the thought 

that here is a section of our coast, unique among all the lands of the earth. A statement 

this, which has all the earmarks of an emotional outburst. But again, look closely at the 

map. From a point opposite Roanoke Island—where the first English colonies were 

planted—we discover the beachland trending somewhat to the east, and at the same 

time, the mainland recedes, until, after a slight westward fluctuation, at Cape Hatteras, 

we are separated from the continent proper, by some thirty miles of wide and deep 

sound. Here—when we have approached to within eighteen miles or so of the Gulf 
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Stream—the island we are on breaks abruptly to the west, and following a gradual 

crescent, after crossing Hatteras and Ocracoke inlets, we are again within but a short 

distance at the mainland.  Is it any wonder then that this long and narrow strip of 

beachland, which we refer to as “the lower banks,” is blessed with a healthful, a 

pleasant and invigorating climate, and is it any wonder that the sincere nature lovers 

and the great sportsmen of our country, who pay yearly visits to this region, here find a 

romantic enchantment discoverable nowhere else upon our continent. 

Hatteras the Maligned  

At the point where Cape Hatteras juts far out into the Atlantic, the beachland and 

meadows widen, and become more rolling, and a vast forest of pine and hardwood, 

interspersed with dogwood and with subtropical trees and vegetation of a hundred 

varieties, reaches for nearly eight miles below the lovely little village of Buxton. If a 

more peaceful, more enchanting territory exists anywhere in the east, I have yet to find 

it.  Cape Hatteras holds a fearsome sound to some. Many have thought of it as a storm 

swept, wind beaten and barren coast, yet nothing could further escape the facts. It is 

true that the Diamond Shoals, which here extend for some twelve miles to sea, have 

brought many a mariner to grief, and it is also true that the variable winds of the open 

Atlantic, at this point, play strange and peculiar pranks upon the navigator. Now the 

radio compass has removed, to a considerable extent, the menace of the shoals, and so 

far as the winds themselves are concerned, the Geodetic Survey Department will 

support the statement, that both the maximum and minimum wind velocity here is 

lower than on the New Jersey coast. Unfortunately, some few of the good people who 

dwell in the scattered villages of this section, have helped to stimulate the false 

impression that exists. Some there are who prefer to consider themselves as a hardy 

though suffering folk, braving inclemencies of weather, and privation. A hardy folk they 

are, and worthy. They could scarce know a section where life is simpler and less exciting; 

where the days flow more smoothly through their accustomed grooves, and where the 

people have to a less degree to contend against the worries and the complexities of our 

present civilization. 

Where Wild Life Abounds 

Wild life is abundant. Pamlico Sound is the centre of a concentration point for fully 

fifty per cent of the wildlife that winters east of the Mississippi. Snipe, shorebirds, 

curlew, willet, golden plover, and hundreds of other varieties, through the meadows 

and beaches. Deer and smaller game range the forests, and pheasants, native and 

California quail—which have been lately introduced are increasing rapidly. If our plan to 

establish in this section a national park is carried out, it should embody also the 
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protective features of a wild life sanctuary, at least over a considerable part of its area, 

and there is little doubt but that it would have the full support of our Department of 

Biological Survey; of the American Audubon Society and of the American Game 

Protective Association. In no place is a sanctuary more greatly needed, and the 

character of the land is peculiarly adapted to such a purpose. 

At the present time paved highways lead to within some eight miles of Oregon 

Inlet, which marks the northern limits of the island to which this article specifically 

refers. From this point one progresses either by driving the hard sand beach, or over a 

meandering road across the meadows, or by boat. This condition would appear to make 

the plan of creating a national park on the lower banks, if not an un-surmountable, at 

least an impractical undertaking (though my first season in Glacier National Park, I was 

forced to travel sixty miles by pack train). Fortunately, in this case, some of our 

nationally minded legislators— including our own Senator Bailey and Congressman 

Warren—have envisioned a project, which if carried out, would make of this plan, what 

—in sporting parlance would be termed—"a natural."  This the construction of a 

highway as an extension of the Virginia Dare Trail, which would follow the ocean front 

continuously to the deep water harbor at Cape Lookout, and there cross the narrow 

neck of water to the mainland.  

A Practical Highway  

The advantages nay, the vital necessity of such a highway have been pointed out, 

and will be dwelt upon later. This roadway is no fantastic dream; no expansively 

enthusiastic scheme to attract pubic or political favor, but a sensible, well thought out 

project that would prove of inestimable economic and esthetic value, with the added 

incentive of being a safeguard to our shipping in times of peace, and giving mobility to 

defensive instruments in possible times of war.  Within three or four years it would 

bring in a revenue to the Federal government at least equal to the moneys expended 

upon its construction, and its manifold values, not only to adjacent counties, but to the 

entire state are scarce conceivable.  

It is safe to say—and a financial report from any going ocean resort will bear me 

out—that  fifty(?) people would be attracted to such a national park as we visualize, 

where one would visit an inland mountain, lake or forest reservation. We who live close 

to the old ocean know its advantages of temperate climate, and the invigorating and 

healthful properties of the salt laden breeze, that make of our springs, and summers 

and autumns a joy. In an instinctive way, we who are native to it, have an appreciation 

for the romance of this great, blue water, that rolls and surges to a distance further than 

the eye can see or the mind conceive of. But only those who come from inland sections, 
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or we who have been for some time from under its spell can know the depth of the 

emotions it may induce.  

A Hundred Miles of Ocean Front 

I have made mention of an ocean fronting park twenty-five miles or so in length. It 

might well be, in its final consummation that this reservation should extend for almost 

the entire length of the proposed highway, which would be well over a hundred miles. 

Why not? There would be breaks, of course, where small settlements exist, or where 

private lodges have been constructed, but even in these sections—with few if any 

exceptions—the ocean frontage could be taken over. In many instances the land would 

be donated, and in all others its acquisition would be simple and entail but small 

expenditures. 

At the present time, the land through which the highway would pass, and which 

would go to make up the reservation, is ridiculously cheap. Yet no sooner is the first 

transit sighted down the beach than values will increase; potential values, at least.  Real 

estate speculators will swarm our coasts, intent upon reaping a quick profit, yet they 

can be easily forestalled. Through condemnation proceedings the lands can be taken at 

a price which would effect a hardship upon none, and yet which would be eminently fair 

to our governmental agencies. This price should be based upon the actual valuation 

placed upon adjacent property by the state of North Carolina, or upon the price 

indicated in actual transfers of adjacent real estate. A maximum valuation could be 

agreed upon, as was done in the purchase of our upper Mississippi lands. As title to a 

considerable portion of this land remains vested in the state, this portion would of 

course, be turned over to the government without cost, through special legislative 

enactment. 

Revenues Suggested 

Cottage and bungalow sites would be leased, by the government at a nominal 

rental of fifteen or twenty dollars per year. Tent colonies and cottage communities 

would spring up overnight, and hotels and lodges would follow. These could be under 

Federal management, or they could be leased to private individuals at a profit, or the 

entire tourist business could be handled through the communities already established. 

In any case, the revenue derived therefrom would be enormous, and employment 

would be given to thousands. The park, covering as it would, what is probably the 

greatest fishing territory of the entire Atlantic coast—and I do not except the Florida 

Keys—would mean a steadily increasing income from our angling fraternity, and added 

employment to the citizens of that section, and to outsiders. 
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Two years ago the Virginia Dare Trail was completed.  The portion extending from 

the Currituck bridge to the Roanoke Island causeway, follows the ocean closely for some 

fifteen miles. When the project was first visualized there was much shaking of heads 

and dubious comment. High tides would either wash it away or undermine it, or drifting 

sands would quickly efface it. This was the opinion of many. Yet it is there now, in its 

original state firm and unharmed, though we have in the interim, experienced the most 

severe storms and the highest tides which have been recorded in over forty years. Not 

two hundred dollars worth of damage has been done on the entire stretch. This was a 

new type of construction to our state engineers, and possibly some small mistakes were 

made, which would be borne in mind when this new and greater design were 

undertaken.  

A highway traversing the lower beaches, would cross three main inlets, and one of 

more or less temporary character. Two of these inlets could now, or in time, be bridged, 

and for the present, traffic could be easily and satisfactorily handled by quick ferry 

service, as was done for some years at Oregon Inlet. Because of abundance of local 

material, the cost of a serviceable roadway should be low, and this construction work 

would be in line with the governments present policy of relieving unemployment. A 

report from engineers who are recognized authorities on this type of construction 

accompanies this article. 

A National Park, extending in most sections from ocean to sound, and following 

closely the ocean beach for a hundred miles or more. This, a project so vast, so 

monumental, so worthwhile and far reaching in its beneficent effect upon the people of 

the entire nation, that it must appeal to the imagination of every individual or every 

type and of every class. 

A Memorial to Roosevelt 

We have in this country a certain citizen who knows the overpowering charm and 

allure of the rushing, ever changing tide; who knows the feel of salt spray in his face and 

the smell of the salty breeze to his nostrils; who knows the fascination of clean sand 

beaches and of broken, grass topped dunes; who knows the satisfaction of the soul that 

comes when old ocean rolls before his eyes, and the limitless vault of blue reaches 

above his head. He feels, as perhaps few men do, the beauty of the solitude of the vast 

deep and here he is exultingly at home. This man I speak of is an outstanding citizen of 

this generation, and one whose name will go down in history, I think, as the saviour of a 

nation sore distressed. I like to believe—and perhaps I am not far wrong in thus 
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believing—that this man's communion, his companionship with this ennobling phase of 

nature I have stressed, is in part responsible for that expansion of mind and soul and 

heart, which has enabled him to encompass the trials and the miseries of the universe in 

which we dwell. Some time, certainly, a loving and appreciative nation will create a 

memorial to perpetuate in a material way, the name of this great and good citizen of 

these United States. Lying within the borders of that territory where American 

civilization saw its birth, where a massive monument commemorates man's greatest 

conquest of the elements; a region rich in history and in achievement, what more fitting 

then, than that this mighty coastal park, with all its potentialities for happiness, for 

health and for mental, moral and physical uplift, be dedicated to Franklin D. Roosevelt? 
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Caption to map in newspaper: The above map indicating the proposed Roosevelt 
National Coastal Park and ocean shore boulevard was drawn for this newspaper by 
George C. Dodge. It is a daring idea and should be expanded to embrace the coastal 
area from Old Point Comfort, Va. to Ocean View, Cape Henry, Virginia Beach and 
south to Kitty Hawk. Such a program would necessitate a suspension bridge from Old 
Point Comfort to Willoughby Spit, just west of Ocean View, from which point paved 
highways already extend to Cape Henry and Virginia Beach. The entire Virginia 
delegation in Congress would get squarely behind the larger project. 
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Appendix B – A Painter of the Out-of-Doors 

Author’s Note:  My research has found no autobiographical works of Frank Stick except for this 

one article written for the April 1924 issue of Outdoor America, the magazine of the Izaak 

Walton League. In this article, Stick, at age 40, talks about his early life, his love of the outdoors 

and how he became an artist/illustrator. There are numerous insights into his personality, beliefs, 

and his artistic ethic.   

 

“A Painter of the Out-of-Doors” by Frank Stick 
Copyright Outdoor America, April 1924 

 

I am not able to remember back to a period when I was not engaged, in one way and 

another, in getting my full measure of happiness from the out-of-doors, and about the 

only early experiences which impressed themselves permanently upon my mind are 

those which dealt with my small adventures on the open prairies of Dakota.  I remember 

the buffalo wallows, and the bleached skeletons which we used to come across, as my 

toddling footsteps followed my older brother through the waving grass and I remember 

vividly the excursions to the banks of the James River, when we captured great strings 

of bullheads, with now and then a lusty pike to give a real sporting flavor to the 

enterprise. 

 

So dearly did I love the open, that early in life I determined to choose a vocation that 

would give me full opportunity to live an outdoor life.  My early bent was toward 

zoological collecting, and the life of a naturalist.  Even before I reached my teens, our 

home resembled, at times, more a museum of natural history than it did a dwelling.  

There were stuffed birds of all kinds depending from the walls, and bitterns and cranes 

stood with grotesque outstretched necks in the corners.  Squirrels and other small 

mammals disported on the chandeliers, and peered queerly from every vantage point.  I 

use the word stuffed, in referring to these specimens, advisedly. I took to collecting wild 

creatures of all kinds, also, even to bringing home harmless adders, and other species of 

snakes, which at the most inopportune moments, were apt to come slithering from my 

pockets. 

 

While the art of taxidermy gave place eventually to a less messy method of expressing 

my personality, it did serve its purpose in giving me an understanding of animal 

anatomy, which has been of considerable value in my painting.  Later on, in fact, I spent 

several years with a professional taxidermist, with the idea in mind of perfecting myself 

in this necessary foundation for my work. 
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The rolling prairies of my boyhood have always held a wonderful fascination for me, 

but I can not say that their appeal has been stronger than certain other phases of nature.  

I have tried never to paint a subject until I was thoroughly familiar with it, and this has 

given me a welcome excuse to spend a great part of my time away from the civilized 

centers.  The inspiration for the things I put on canvas must come to me direct, and this, 

I think, is as it should be.  It means, at least, that whatever I put into my pictures is my 

own. 

 

My first bass was taken in Iowa, and my first forays after ducks, geese, and lesser game 

were undertaken in the same state.  With us boys, the first day of vacation meant an 

embarkation in and unwieldy, flat-bottomed boat, en route to our camping grounds four 

or five miles down the river.  Channel cates, crappies and pike came to our rods, and 

frequently huge yellow cats, sturgeon and buffalo were taken on the set lines  The 

woods were full of squirrels and rabbits, and altogether we usually fared sumptuously, 

though toward the end of our trips, our larder frequently contained little but fish and 

flesh. 

 

During my boyhood my parents never lived closer than a quarter of a mile from the 

river.  I contended at that time, and I think to this day, that the time spent in reaching 

my fishing grounds was totally wasted, and even at that period, I determined if I ever 

had a boy of my own, he would have a better deal.  In carrying out this idea I have 

erected my present home on the banks of a wooded lake, where my little fellow will be 

able to wet a line without moving from the side porch.  It has the further advantage, that 

if I desire to paint a fishing scene, or to introduce a group of pines or oaks into my 

pictures, I have but to raise one of the other of the curtains of my studio.  Wild ducks 

breed in the little cove adjoining, and we feed the young from our hands.  Herons and 

ospreys visit us daily during the summer, and bull-frogs bellow beneath our windows.  

We like it all, my wife and youngsters and myself. 

 

When I reached an age where I felt it imperative to go it alone, I naturally struck out for 

wilder environments than were afforded by my home territory, and for several years I 

engaged in various occupations which gave me an excuse to spend my days under the 

blue sky, and most of my nights under a canvas roof.  I trapped during several winters, 

acted as guide during the summers and fall, and all the time I studied the forests and 

lakes and mountains, and the ways of the creatures that inhabited them, and put down 

my impressions with pencil and brush.  At this time I did considerable writing and 

editorial work for a western sportsman’s publication, usually sending in my 

contributions from the field. 
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My art school education consisted of four months in the Academy of Fine Arts.  At the 

end of this period, a picture, showing a sportsman landing what I imagined looked like 

a bass, was sold to a magazine for ten dollars.  It was one of the big events of my life.  I 

admitted my proficiency then, and passing out from the portals of the school, I began a 

career, which, I fondly imagined, was to lead quickly to success.  Fortune was at that 

time, and is today, a secondary consideration. 

 

A few months later I received a communication from Howard Pyle, the greatest 

illustrator the world has produced, and perhaps America’s foremost painter of genre 

subjects.  This letter was to the effect that I was accepted as a member of his small art 

colony at Wilmington, Delaware.  On top of this great bit of fortune, I got a commission 

to do two large pieces of scenery, each twelve by forty feet in size.  This would give me 

the necessary funds for my eastern trip, and would keep me going until my pictures 

received some recognition in the east.  And so I began work with a song of thanksgiving, 

a full heart, and a fuller palette.  One of the scenes, I remember, represented Vesuvius in 

eruption.  On this canvas I achieved some rather noteworthy results from a technical 

standpoint.  By experiment, I learned that I was able to represent the sparks flying from 

the flaming crater superlatively well, by standing back eight or ten feet from the 

stretcher, filing a huge brush with juicy yellow, and flailing it at the canvas with a side 

swipe.  Somewhat the same motion Bob Corson uses in casting. 

 

Two months were required for the completion of this epic work.  The canvases were 

accepted, and a few days later, the day before I was to receive my check, in fact, the firm 

went into bankruptcy.  Perhaps my technique was too broad for them.  It seems funny to 

me at this distance, but there was no humor in it then.  In fact, it was a terrible blow to 

my ambitions.  I was temporarily sick of swinging a paint brush, dead broke, and too 

bullheaded to ask my parents for help.  Just at this time an offer was made me to go to 

South America on a three years’ collecting trip.  It was a great temptation, not only 

appealing to my spirit of adventure, but it also seed to hold out much promise in the 

way of valuable experience.  Fortunately, my instincts told me to pursue my original 

plan.  But I was worked out, as I have said, and so, as I have done on many an occasion 

since, I turned to the woods for help. 

 

I caught a train for the north, and through that summer and fall I engaged in my old 

vocation as guide.  I trapped through the winter and early spring found me with 

sufficient funds to carry me east, and to keep me going for a while. 

 

Three years were spent in Wilmington, working in my own studio, and receiving 

criticisms from Howard Pyle.  My first completed work was sold to St. Nicholas 

Magazine, and for several years my pictures dealing with animals and wilderness topics 
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were used in this excellent periodical.  Subsequently I made illustrations for most of the 

national magazines, and did considerable book work.  My writing also helped out, 

particularly at first, several of my short stories appearing in book form. 

 

I felt then, and today I feel it even more strongly, that the world has seldom produced as 

fine and as kindly a nature, or as great a teacher of art as Howard Pyle.  We who had the 

advantage of his sane criticism were given a foundation upon which to build to 

everlasting fame, and those of us who have failed to profit by his influence have cause to 

criticize none but ourselves.  In my own teaching in the art schools, and in my lectures 

on composition I have tried to keep his image before me.  To attempt to carry on his 

work is too big a job for any living man. 

 

I have been immeasurably fortunate in many things.  In being blessed with parents who 

understood and sympathized with my passionate fondness for all things pertaining to 

nature; in achieving a wife of similar tastes, and one with an understanding of the 

subject of her marital venture; in having the benefit of the teachings of a disciple of truth; 

and in being able to live a life of almost constant intercourse with nature. I have also 

been blessed with real friends, which is perhaps the rarest blessing of all. 

 

Honesty and sincerity of purpose, these are about all I demand in an artist, for if he 

possesses these attributes, it naturally follows that his pictures will have untold beauty 

and feeling.  I do not care greatly for clever people, any more than I care for clever art or 

clever literature.  I think this constant striving for cleverness in art and in literature is 

what is mainly wrong with our people of letters and of art at this day.  The world is full 

of painters, yet there are few artists.  There is too much talk concerning technique and 

handling.  It is demoralizing, not only to the student, but to the professional artist.  The 

thought underlying the picture, the thing to be expressed, this has become secondary.  

What one hears constantly in the galleries, and in the studios is shop talk on the 

technicalities of painting.  The terms, “well painted” and “interesting” have taken the 

place of the words, feeling, strength and beauty.  The shows are full of pictures well 

enough handled, some of them good in color, and all of them beautifully framed, but not 

half a dozen canvases in any exhibition contain that subtle something which is described 

by the word “feeling.”  The soul of the picture is lacking.  If I had my way I would draw 

a sharp distinction between the artist and the painter.  The artist develops from within.  

He is ruled by spirit.  The painter works from a technical knowledge entirely, and his 

appeal, when he has any, is to the intellect only.  The time has come when a majority of 

the pictures in the galleries must be explained.  The public is told that the artist had a 

certain problem to solve, and his motive or his particular viewpoint must be extolled 

before the result of his brush work is in any way comprehensible to the layman.  As well 

ask God to explain a sunset, or a mass of cumulous clouds rising from the horizon.  
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Every great picture that has been painted in the past has made its appeal direct to the 

senses of the spectator, without any footnotes, and so it will be to the end of time.  Yes, I 

repeat, there is too much cleverness in the art of today.  Too much consciousness of 

method, too little of the soul of the artist; too much thought given to the way of 

expression, too little to the thing to be expressed.  But the pendulum is swinging and 

one of these days we may have another Millet, another Innes, and another Winslow 

Homer. 

 

I am glad that the cities have never made any great appeal to me.  A cabin in the woods, 

or a canvas shelter pitched beneath the blue sky have always seemed to me to be about 

all that any reasonable man should require, until the family comes along.  Ever since my 

boyhood, I have been in the habit of ducking my responsibilities whenever the spirit so 

willed, and of hiking off to some wild section, where I could forget the things of 

civilization, that spell worry.  I like the companionship of kindred spirits, but I like also 

to be alone, and some of my most memorable experiences have been of lone trips, or at 

most, with a dog for company; a setter, preferably, who has never felt a choke collar.   

And these trips have never been long enough.  I have spent months at a stretch in 

sections so wild and so unfrequented by man that not even the smoke from a camp fire 

could be discerned from the highest pinnacle.  And yet, I do not remember ever having 

had enough of it, ever to have been entirely willing to return to the streets and houses.  

Whether my camps have been pitched I the winter woods, in the mountains, under 

tropic skies, or by the blue water, I have always been content, and I have said to myself, 

“this is God’s perfect handiwork.”  Once I took Warren Miller on a month’s pack-train 

trip into the mountains.  Deep snow came and it seemed advisable to break camp.  Yet, I 

had one of my frequent hunches, and argued for sticking it out.  Any way, we pulled out 

in a blizzard, and the day after we reached the ranch came a warm west wind, which 

dissipated the snow in a day or two.  I immediately back-tracked, and had another three 

weeks of it.  Warren later called me a savage, and some other things, in print, in a spirit 

of facetiousness.  Well, perhaps a savage is just what I am, but I can’t figure it out, for all 

my ancestors were Dutch, and you know what that means.  Probably I am just a 

throwback.  In any case, I am getting a whole lot out of life, and if, in my pictures I can 

visualize for kindred spirits some of the things I have seen, and lived, and loved, and 

expect to see and live again, then I am well content. 
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Appendix C1 – Map of Early National Seashore Proposal 

 
In 1935, the national seashore proposal 

stretched from near the Virginia State 

line to the southern tip of Ocracoke. 

The only existing roads at the time are 

shown on map in dark black lines. The 

only bridge is to Elizabeth City across 

Currituck Sound. The northern area in 

pink highlight was later removed from 

consideration because of funds for land 

purchases and the objections of local 

residents.  The southern area in yellow 

highlight became the boundary for land 

acquisition, excepting existing villages 

and allowed buffers. Pea Island, 

included in the park, was purchased 

and controlled as a wildlife refuge by 

the US Biological Survey of the 

Department of Agriculture. 
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Appendix C2 – Map of Established National Seashore 

This map is signed by Oscar 
Chapman, Secretary of the 
Interior, and dated October 
27, 1952.  
 
It sets the boundaries of the 
national seashore in the 
north just below the bridge 
from Roanoke Island and in 
the south, Ocracoke Village.  
 
The national seashore is the 
shaded area, with the villages 
(north to south) of Rodanthe, 
Salvo, Avon, Buxton, Frisco, 
Hatteras, and Ocracoke 
shown as unshaded, and 
allowed control of their own 
development though they are 
imbedded within the national 
seashore boundaries.  
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Appendix D – Congressional Letter to BOEM 

 December 10, 2015 

 

 

The Honorable Abigail Ross Hopper 

Director 

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 

1849 C Street NW 

Washington, DC  20240 

 

Dear Director Hopper: 

 

We are writing regarding seismic airgun surveying in the Atlantic Outer Continental 

Shelf (OCS).  We request that the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management immediately 

retract the Record of Decision (ROD) for the environmental review of proposed 

geological and geophysical activities (G&G) for the Atlantic OCS.  We ask you to 

prepare a new Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) based on the 

many studies that show harm to fisheries and marine mammals due to human-

produced noise, including seismic airgun testing.  

 

We have several concerns about the G&G activities proposed for the Atlantic off our 

shores.  The seismic information gathered by the companies will be proprietary, and 

any information gathered in the Atlantic about offshore energy resources will not be 

available to states, the public, or other companies.  Therefore, states will not gain 

information from seismic airgun testing that would enable them to make a cost-

benefit analysis as to whether the risks posed by offshore drilling would outweigh 

any benefits derived from offshore energy extraction.   

 

Seismic airgun exploration is an enormously disruptive activity in the ocean.  A 

significant body of peer-reviewed science demonstrates that seismic airgun testing 

results in massive displacement of fish, causes catch rates of some commercial fish 

to plummet, and disrupts vital feeding and breeding behaviors in endangered whales. 

Also, since seismic companies will not be sharing information, seismic airgun testing 

will be repeated over and over again in the same areas by each company that seeks 

information about offshore energy resources, unnecessarily exposing fish and marine 

animals to repeated rounds of seismic testing. 

 

Opposition to seismic airgun testing is widespread and growing.  Close to 90 towns, 

cities, and counties along the Atlantic coast have passed resolutions opposing 
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seismic testing and/or offshore oil drilling.  The Mid-Atlantic and South Atlantic 

Fishery Management Councils have taken formal positions in opposition.  Responding 

in May 2014 to the final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, the Mid-

Atlantic Council wrote, “It is clear that G&G activities can have substantial impacts 

on marine ecosystems, yet the final PEIS provides insufficient information about how 

the proposed G&G activities may affect fish, marine mammals, benthic communities, 

and ecosystem structure and function.”   

 

In March 2015, a group of 75 scientists, including some of the world’s leading 

experts in marine biology, called on the administration to reverse its decision to 

permit seismic surveys in the Atlantic, citing “significant, long-lasting, and 

widespread impacts” on the region’s fish and marine mammal populations should it 

proceed.  The PEIS failed to analyze these recognized large-scale impacts of seismic 

surveys on fish and marine mammals, and to develop alternatives that sufficiently 

protect wildlife and our coastal economies. 

 

Finally, we note with deep concern that seismic airgun testing is the first step in the 

process of offshore oil drilling.  Along the Atlantic coast, nearly 1.4 million jobs and 

more than $95 billion in GDP rely on healthy ocean ecosystems, mainly through 

fishing, tourism, and recreation.  Seismic testing and oil drilling will put the coastal 

economy and way of life at risk, due to industrialization of the coast, daily impacts 

and regular spills from oil drilling activities, and possible catastrophic accidents like 

the Deepwater Horizon disaster.   

 

The authorizations required by federal law are essential to assessing, minimizing, 

and preventing this cost, but BOEM’s environmental review of proposed G&G 

activities fails to account for the true and complete range of impacts.  Yet the 

permitting process continues to move forward, most recently with the announcement 

by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) that four 

applications from seismic companies seeking permission to cause harm to marine 

mammals are now complete and under review by that agency. 

 

We call on you to withdraw the Record of Decision immediately and prepare a new 

environmental review (PEIS) of proposed geological and geophysical activities for the 

Mid-Atlantic and South Atlantic OCS planning areas.  Until such a document and a 

new ROD are issued, BOEM should not issue individual permits for this activity.  

 

Sincerely, 
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Rep. Mark Sanford      

Rep. Bobby Scott 

Rep. Donald S. Beyer, Jr. 

Rep. John Carney 

Rep. Matt Cartwright 

Rep. Kathy Castor 

Rep. David Cicilline 

Rep. Curt Clawson 

Rep. Gerald Connolly 

Rep. John Delaney 

Rep. Ron DeSantis 

Rep. Theodore Deutch 

Rep. Donna Edwards 

Rep. Lois Frankel 

Rep. Alan Grayson 

Rep. Alcee Hastings 

Rep. Walter Jones 

Rep. Bill Keating 

Rep. James Langevin 

Rep. Frank LoBiondo 

Rep. Seth Moulton 

Rep. Patrick Murphy 

Rep. Donald Norcross 

Rep. Frank Pallone 

Rep. Bill Pascrell 

Rep. Donald Payne 

Rep. Bill Posey 

Rep. David Price 

Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen 

Rep. Dutch Ruppersberger 

Rep. Albio Sires 

Rep. Christopher Smith 

Rep. Chris Van Hollen  

 

Source: 

https://sanford.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/sanford-leads-effort-to-halt-

seismic-testing-in-the-atlantic 

 

  

https://sanford.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/sanford-leads-effort-to-halt-seismic-testing-in-the-atlantic
https://sanford.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/sanford-leads-effort-to-halt-seismic-testing-in-the-atlantic
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Appendix E – Selected Frank Stick Correspondence 

Following are samples of the many letters written to coordinate progress on the national seashore 

project. (From Frank Stick collection, Boxes 1-2, Outer Banks History Center, Manteo) 
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